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ПЕРЕДМОВА 
 
 Даний посібник призначено для студентів першого курсу факультетів 
іноземних мов педінститутів та університетів і має за мету вироблення в студентів 
правильної артикуляції, відчуття ритму, володіння інтонаційними моделями 
сучасної англійської мови.  
Видання містить стислий теоретичний матеріал з корективного курсу 
фонетики англійської мови, опис артикуляції англійських фонем, вправи на 
закріплення артикуляційних навичок, завдання для самостійної роботи студентів. 
Посібник доповнено аудіокурсом, начитаним носіями англійської мови. До 
аудіокурсу увійшли вправи на відпрацювання артикуляції та інтерактивні 
завдання, спрямовані на заохочення студентів до самостійної роботи. 
"Настановчо-корективний курс фонетики англійської мови" буде корисним 
не лише студентам факультетів іноземної філології, а також вчителям та учням 
середньої загальноосвітньої школи, студентам педагогічних коледжів та особам, 
які вивчають англійську мову самостійно. 
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NOTES ON ENGLISH PHONETICS 
PHONETICS is the branch of linguistics which deals with the investigation of 
the sounds of a language from the point of view of their articulation, acoustic 
qualities and semantics. 
 
The phoneme is the smallest linguistic unit by which the meaning and the 
grammatical forms of words can be differentiated. Phonemes constitute the basic 
elements of a language, and there is a specific number of them in each individual 
language. In British English there are 44 — 20 vowel phonemes and 24 
consonant phonemes. In speech they manifest themselves in the form of 
phonemic variants or allophones. 
 
An allophone is a material representation of the phoneme in speech. 
Allophones appear in connected speech as a result of assimilation or reduction, 
or due to individual speech habits. The number of allophones in a language is 
unlimited. 
 
 
ORGANS OF SPEECH 
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 When studying a foreign language as one’s field of specialization, it is 
necessary to have a detailed knowledge of the structure and functioning of the 
speech apparatus. The organs of speech are the following: 
 
1. The nasal cavity. 
 
 2. The mouth cavity. 
 
1. The pharyngeal cavity  
       (the pharynx).    
 
 4. The tongue: 
a) the blade of the tongue   
        with the tip;    
b) the front of the tongue; 
c) the back of the tongue; 
d) the root of the tongue. 
 
 5. The roof of the mouth: 
a) alveolar (teeth) ridge 
b) the hard palate; 
 c) the soft palate; 
 d) the uvula. 
 
 6. The teeth: 
 a) the upper teeth; 
 b) the lower teeth. 
 
 7. The lips: 
 a) the upper lip; 
 b) the lower lip. 
 
 8. The larynx. 
 
 9. The vocal cords. 
 
10. The wind pipe. 
 
11. The lower jaw. 
 
The movable speech organs are referred to as active speech organs, and include 
the tongue, the soft palate (including the uvula), the upper and lower lips, and 
the vocal cords. The passive speech organs are the upper teeth, the alveolar ridge 
and the hard palate. 
 
 
PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION 
 
Phonetic transcription involves the use of a type of phonetic alphabet—a system 
of symbols in which every phoneme has its own symbol. The use of phonetic 
transcription facilitates the learning of foreign languages, in that the similarity 
between phonemes existing in different languages can be observed immediately, 
even if dissimilar letter combinations are used to represent those phonemes. This 
is particularly valid with respect to English, where in many cases a single 
phoneme may be spelled in a variety of ways, as is illustrated under the 
“GRAPHIC RULES” headings accompanying the presentations of the phonemes 
in this workbook. 
 
It is possible to refer to three types of phonetic transcription. 
 
1.  The international phonetic transcription system was introduced by the 
International Phonetic Association (IPA) in 1887. However, the science of 
phonetics has developed considerably since that time, and the inadequacies of 
that system are now quite evident. For example, in that original transcription 
system, the way in which the symbols [i:] and [i],  [u:] and [u],  [@:] and [@], and [#:] 
and [#] were used  gave the incorrect impression that they represented phoneme 
pairs different from each other only in their duration, whereas in reality they 
represented totally distinctive phonemes. (See PHONEMIC TRANSCRIPTION) 
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2.  Phonemic transcription is a system in which each phoneme is given an 
individual symbol. For British English, 44 symbols are used; this includes 4 
symbols not found in the original IPA system (which resolves the problem 
described in the preceding paragraph):  
 
              /I/ for [i]                 /9/ for [u]                  /3/ for [@]                  /4:/ for [#:] 
 
  3. Allophonic transcription is a type of transcription in which each 
allophone has either a special symbol or a diacritical mark. The brackets are also 
different.        
  dark [ l ]  —  little [%litl] 
    Allophonic transcription is used in research work in the field of phonetics.  
    NOTE: The elements of allophonic transcription are used in phonemic tran-
scription, such as the diacritical mark which is used to indicate the half-long 
vowels— /i,/,  /2,/,  /@,/,  /u,/, and /4,/.   
 
 
 
VOWELS and CONSONANTS 
 
All sounds may be classified either as vowels or as consonants.  
 
A consonant is a speech sound in the production of which the air stream 
coming out of the lungs has to overcome a certain obstruction on its way.  
Consonants may be either voiced or voiceless. In the articulation of voiceless 
consonants the air stream is strong, while in voiced consonants it is weaker. 
A vowel is a speech sound in the production of which the air stream 
coining out of the lungs meets no obstruction on its way. 
 
English vowel phonemes are divided into two large groups—monoph-
thongs and diphthongs.  This division is based on the stability or instability of 
the articulation of the sounds. 
 
A monophthong is a pure (unchanging) vowel sound.  When pronouncing 
monophthongs, the organs of speech do not change their position throughout the 
duration of the vowel.  The English monophthongs are:  [1],  [i],  [+],  [0],  [@],  [9],  
[6],  [#],  [2:], [@:]and [4:]. 
A diphthong  is a complex sound consisting of two vowel elements 
pronounced so as to form a single syllable.  In the pronunciation of a diphthong 
the organs of speech start in the position of one vowel and glide gradually in the 
direction of another vowel, whose formation is generally not fully achieved.  The 
first element of an English diphthong is called the nucleus.  It is strong, clear and 
distinct.  The second element, which is comparatively weak, is called the glide.  In 
English there are three diphthongs with a glide towards [1] — [e1], [a1], and 
[@1]; two with a glide towards [9] — [a9] and [#9]; and three with a glide 
towards [#] -- [1#], [+#] and [9#]. 
 
There are two vowels in English—[i:] and [u:]—which may have a 
diphthongal pronunciation: in the articulation of these vowels the organs of 
speech undergo only a slight change in position.  These vowels are referred to as 
diphthongized vowels, or diphthongoids. 
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THE ARTICULATORY BASIS OF ENGLISH 
    
The summary of all the main principles of articulation in a given language 
is called its articulatory basis. The main points of difference between the 
articulatory basis of English and that of Ukrainian are as follows: 
 
1. When pronouncing English sounds, the tongue is tenser and bulkier than for 
Ukrainian, and is in a retracted position for most of the phonemes. 
 
2. The lips are tenser and less mobile than they are for Ukrainian sounds. They 
are mostly spread (with the lower teeth exposed) or neutral, producing a flat 
articulation. 
 
3. The 12 English forelingual consonants have an apical articulation, which 
means that they are articulated with the apex or tip of the tongue—either 
against the alveolar ridge, as in /t/ and /d/,  /s/ and /z/,  /!/ and /5/,  /t!/ and /d5/, and 
/n/ and /l/, or against the teeth (dorsal), as in /8/ and /7/. The Ukrainian 
consonants which correspond to these are articulated with the tip of the tongue 
lowered and with the blade against the upper teeth (dorsal articulation), with the 
exception of /Ш/ and /Ж/. 
 
4. All the English consonants except /!/ and /5/ are hard and there are 
virtually no palatalized oppositions, in contrast with Ukrainian, which has such 
contrasting forms as  /стань-стан/ and /шість-шостий/. Thus, if an English 
consonant is palatalized, it can usually be classed as a phonetic mistake (with the 
exception of phenomena such as /lj/ in words like ‘million’ , /nj/ in words such as 
‘union’ and /dj/ in words such as ‘midyear’.) 
 
5. English word-final voiced consonants, although they are weak, (as in 
‘bag’ and ‘sad’), must not be devocalized (devoiced) as is normally done in 
Ukrainian. Word-final voiceless consonants are strong (as in ‘night’, 
‘weak’ and ‘tape’).   
 
6. The English plosive voiceless consonants /p/, /t/ and /k/ are pronounced 
with aspiration (a slight puff of breath that is heard after the plosion of a 
voiceless plosive consonant and before the beginning of the vowel that 
immediately follows it) as in “Kate, take the paper!” This phenomenon does not 
occur in Ukrainian. 
 
7. The English consonants /m/, /n/ and /l/ are tense and longer than the 
corresponding ones in Ukrainian and they are syllabic (constituting a separate 
syllable) when post-tonic (immediately following a stressed syllable) and 
preceded by a consonant, as in the words /0pr1zm/, /0s4:tn/ and /0te1bl/. 
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Laboratory Session: Introduction 
 
    Section I. The Organs of Speech 
 
the organs of speech   
the active organs of speech  
the passive organs of speech  
the articulation  
the articulatory organ  
the cavity  
the mouth cavity  
the nasal cavity  
the pharynx  
the tongue 
the parts of the tongue  
the blade of the tongue 
the blade of the tongue with the 
tip  
the tip of the tongue  
the front of the tongue  
the back of the tongue  
the root of the tongue 
the roof of the mouth  
the parts of the roof of the 
mouth  
the alveolar (teeth) ridge  
the hard palate  
the soft palate  
the uvula 
the soft palate with the uvula  
the upper teeth  
the upper lip  
the lower lip 
the lower jaw  
the larynx 
the vocal cords  
the larynx with the vocal cords  
the lungs 
 
 
   Section II. The Phonemic System of English 
 
the phoneme 
the allophone 
the phoneme and its 
allophones 
phonemic 
the English phonemic system 
 
Drill 1 Consonants 
 
voiced consonants 
voiceless consonants 
aspiration 
aspirated consonants 
consonant phonemes 
the English consonant 
phonemes 
the English consonant system 
the occlusive consonants 
the occlusives 
the constrictive consonants 
constrictives 
occlusive-constrictives    
    or the affricates  
plosion 
the plosive consonants 
the plosives 
friction 
the fricative consonants 
the fricatives 
sonorants 
the nasal sonorants 
the medial sonorants 
the lateral sonorants 
labial consonants 
bilabial consonants 
labio-dental 
consonants 
forelingual consonants 
apico-alveolar 
consonants 
palato-alveolar 
post-alveolar 
consonants 
Drill 2 Vowels 
vowel phonemes 
the English vowel phonemes 
the English vowel system 
front vowels 
back vowels 
mixed vowels 
monophthongs 
English monophthongs 
diphthongs  
English diphthongs 
diphthongoids  
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pharyngal consonants 
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LESSON ONE 
    
 
/p/ and /b/ 
/t/ and /d/ 
/k/ and /g/ 
 
 
/s/ and /z/ 
/8/ and /7/ 
 
/m/ and /n/ 
 
/1/ and /+/ 
   
● /p/ and /b/ are bilabial, occlusive, plosive consonant phonemes.  
/p/ is voiceless and aspirated; /b/ is voiced. 
● /t/ and /d/ are forelingual, apico-alveolar, occlusive, plosive consonant 
phonemes.  
/t/ is voiceless and aspirated; /d/ is voiced. 
● /k/ and /g/ are backlingual, velar, occlusive, plosive consonant phonemes.  
/k/ is voiceless and aspirated; /g/ is voiced. 
 
ARTICULATION OF /k/ AND /g/ 
        
 
 
 
        
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /k/ AND /g/ 
                                                   
● /k/ 
 the letter k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  keep, kitchen, kind, peek, 
rekindle. 
 the letter  c  . . .  before vowels  a, o and u cat, court, cut 
 before consonants l and r cry, class 
 in final position   cynic, music, zinc, talc 
 the digraph ck after short vowels sick, back, lucky, deck 
/k/ when unstressed conquer, unique 
(but: conquest, inquiry, aqua) 
 the digraph qu 
/kw/ when stressed question, queen 
 the digraph ch /k/ in words of Greek 
origin 
character, architect, school 
 
● /g/ 
 the letter g . . . before vowels  a, o, and u gave, good, gun 
   but before i and e 
(irregular): 
give, get, girl 
 before consonants l and r graduate, grammar, glide 
     Irregular reading with /g/:  . . . . . . . . . . , anger, longer, stronger 
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. . . . . .   
 the digraph  gu /g/ guard, guide, guess, guilt 
 /gw/ language 
● /s/ and /z/ are forelingual, apico-alveolar, constrictive, fricative consonant 
phonemes. 
   /s/ is voiceless, /z/ is voiced. 
ARTICULATION OF /s/ AND /z/ 
        
 
 
 
  
GRAPHIC RULES for /s/ and /z/ .... 
 
/s/ 
 the letter s . . . . . . . . . . in initial position, or 
when it precedes or fol-
lows a voiceless 
consonant. 
set, safe, best, test, bats 
 the letter c  . . . . . . . . . before e, i, and y cinder, cent, cycle 
 letter combination sc     before e, i, and y  scene, science, scythe 
 letter combination ss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . miss, lesson; 
                (but possess  /p#0z+s/) 
 
/z/ 
 the letter  z  in all positions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  zest, razor, fez, buzz 
 the letter  s  in intervocalic position . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  roses, loser, miser 
 the letter  s  in word-final position after voiced consonants: tabs, buds, bags, 
cars 
 the letter  s  in the suffix “-es”  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  catches, badges 
   Irregular reading with /z/:  is, as, his, was 
 
 
●  /1/ is a front-retracted, high, broad, short, lax, unrounded vowel phoneme. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /1/sss 
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GRAPHIC RULES FOR /1/ 
 
  the letters  i  and  y  in closed stressed syllables sit, window, myth, syllable 
        and closed unstressed 
syllables 
satin, picnic, picking, 
antonym 
  the letter  i  in unstressed open syllables merciless, multimillionaire 
  the digraph  ai  in unstressed syllables fountain, mountain, portrait. 
  the letter  e  in prefixes and some suffixes  begin, decide, needed. 
    Rare spelling: busy, build, biscuit, foreign, women, pretty. 
 
 
As fit as a fiddle. 
As busy as a bee. 
Little pitchers have big ears. 
    
 
●  /8/ and /7/ are forelingual, apico-dental, constrictive, fricative consonant 
phonemes.  
/8/ is voiceless, /7/ is voiced. 
 
ARTICULATION OF /8/ AND /7/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /8/ AND /7/ 
 
/8/     th (most often initial or final) in words such as three, thin, threat and bath. 
 
/7/     th      in intervocalic position, as in brother, father, either and mother; 
   in initial position in function words such as the, this, these, those, 
then,  
    than, there, they, their, them,  and thus. 
   occasionally in final position, as in the word “with” (in BrE) 
 
●  /m/ is a bilabial, occlusive nasal sonorant.  
●  /n/ is a forelingual, apico-alveolar, occlusive nasal sonorant. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /m/  AND  /n/xx 
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Note: The sonorants /m/, /n/ and /l/ have half-long positional allophones. They 
occur: 
1) in word-final position when preceded by a short vowel, as in  /6t1m,/ and  
/6t1n,/  
         or by a vowel + consonant, as in  /6r17m,/ and  /6r1tn,/.   
2) when followed by a word-final voiced consonant, as in  /6t+mz/ and /6p+nz/. 
     
6p1n(,) 6b1n(,) 6t1n 6d1n 67+m 6p1n(,)z 6t1m(,)z 
6p+n(,) 6b+n(,) 6t+n 6d+n 67+n 6p+n(,)z 6t+m(,)z 
 
● /+/ is a front, open-mid, narrow, short, non-labialized vowel phoneme.  
 
 
g Note: Some dictionaries use the symbol /e/ to represent this phoneme, but the International Phonetic 
Association now reserves the use of /e/ for the close-mid phoneme which in English occurs as the 
nucleus of the /e1/ diphthong. In many other languages, /e/ occurs as a pure vowel phoneme, as found 
in such words as ‘répéter’ [French] and ‘sehen’ [German].  The usage of /+/ for words such as “let” can 
now be found in the Oxford English Dictionary, among others, as well as in dictionaries of other 
languages which have the same vowel, such as French (e.g. bête) and German (e.g. Bett). 
 
 
ARTICULATION OF /+/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /+/ 
 
 
  the letter  e  in closed syllables bet, better, led, web, welt, best, sent, 
sect 
  the digraph  ea      ● before d  bread, dead, head, read, spread, thread 
  ● before th or the breath, weather, feather, leather, 
heather 
   but: heath /hi:8/, wreath, breathe 
/bri:7/  
  ● before lt or lth dealt, wealth, health, stealth 
  ● before other conso- 
       nants: 
deaf, heavy, measure, pleasure, 
pleasant, weapon, breakfast, meant, 
threat, threaten 
Irregular reading:  friend, jeopardy, Geoffrey, leopard 
Rare spelling:        any, many, Thames; bury;  says, said.  
 
 
Many men, many minds. 
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Better late than never. 
Better to do well than to say well. 
All’s well that ends well. 
East or west, home is best. 
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON ONEbbb 
 
   ● Vowel phonemes /1/ and /+/ 
   ● Consonant phonemes /p, b, t, d, k, g, s, z, 8, 7/. 
   ● Nasal sonorants /m/ and /n/ 
 
SECTION 1.  The vowel /1/ is a front retracted, high, short, lax, unrounded 
phoneme. 
 
Drill 1. Spread your lips for /1/, make word-final voiceless consonants strong and 
word-final voiced ones weak, forming a contrast as in the case of  /&s1t/ and /6s1d/. 
 
(1)                                                                  (2) Contrast drill 
6p1t 
6b1t 
6s1t 
6b1d 
6d1d 
6s1d 
6d1k 
6n1k 
6p1k 
6d1g       6b1d  –  6b1t 
6p1g       6d1g  –  6d1k 
6b1g 
6s1d  –  6s1t 
6p1g  –  6p1k 
 
Drill 2.  The alveolar /s/ and  /z/ 
 
6s1t 
6s1d 
6s1n 
6sp1t  –  6sp1ts 
6st1k  –  6st1ks 
6sp1n  – 6sp1nz 
6f1st  –  6f1sts 
6m1st  –  6m1sts 
6l1st  –  6l1sts 
6m1s – 6m1st – 6m1s1z 
6k1s – 6k1st – 6k1s1z  
6h1s – 6h1st – 6h1s1z 
7b1t – 6b1ts 
7s1t – 6s1ts 
7p1t – 6p1ts 
7d1g – 6d1gz 
7p1g – 6p1gz 
7b1d – 6b1dz 
m1s 6k1ti 
0m1s1z 6sm18 
0m1st# 6sm18 
0m1st#r #nd 0m1s1z 6sm18 
   
Drill 3. The vowel /1/ in phrases: 
61f 1t 61z || 1t 1z 6n1k || 1t 1z 6k1ti || 
61t 1t 1z 61n 1t || 1t 1z 6d1k || 1t 1z 6s1ksti || 
61z 1f 1t 1z 61n 1t || 1t 1z 6d1ni || 1t 1z # 6s1ti || 
      (See p. 18 for the      
explanation regard- 
         ing this [i] symbol.) 
 
1t 1z 6n1k | 61znt 1t ||  1t 1z 6k1ti | 61znt 1t || 
1t 61znt 1d1k | 61z 1t || 1t 61znt 1d1ni | 61z 1t || 
 
0d1k 1z 6s1ks || 0d1ni 1z 6b1zi || 
0n1k 1z 6s1k || 0k1ti 1z 6g1di || 
 
SECTION 2.  The interdental /8/ and /7/ 
 
Drill 1. Practise the very important transition from /z/ to /8/ or /7/. To make 
it, you must remember to make /z/ weak, as in  /1z 681k/ and /1z 671s/.         
 
 
1)  
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681k || 
1z 681k || 
1t 1z 681k || 
1t 1z 681k | 61znt 1t || 
1t 61znt 181n | 61z 1t ||  
681n || 
1z 681n ||  
1t 1z 681n || 
1t 1z 681n | 61znt 1t || 
1t 61znt 181k | 61z 1t ||  
2) 
681s || 670t || 
1z 671s || 1z 670t || 
1t 1z 671s || 1t 1z 670t || 
1t 1z 671s | 61znt 1t || 1t 1z 670t | 61znt 1t || 
1t 61znt 170t | 61z 1t || 1t 61znt 171s | 61z 1t || 
 
Drill 2. Disjunctive questions that express certainty: Fall + Fall 
 
%This is 6Nick, | 6isn't it? 0This is 6Dinny, | 6isn't it? 
This 6isn't 1Dick, | 6is it? This 6isn't 1Kitty, | 6is it? 
0That is 6Dick, | 6isn't it? 0That is 6Kitty, | 6isn't it? 
That 6isn't 1Nick, | 6is it? That 6isn't 1Dinny, | 6is it? 
 
 
 
SECTION 3.  The vowel /+/  is a front, mid, narrow, short, lax, non-labialized 
vowel phoneme. 
 
Drill 1. Don't replace the English front upper open-mid /+/ by the lower open-mid 
Ukrainian vowel found in words such as предмет, which has a shade of /0/ 
 
 1.6t+n 2. /+/ is a bit longer before voiced  3. but it is quite short  
    6m+n consonants and sonorants: before voiceless consonants: 
    t+n 6m+n                                    6s+t 
    0m+ni 6m+n 6s+d 6t+n 6s+z 6s+t 6d+k 6g+t 
    0s+vn 6m+n 6b+d 6p+n hi· 6s+z 6b+t 6n+k f#6g+t 
    10l+vn 6m+n 6d+d 67+n !i· 6s+z 6d+t 6+ks f#6g+t it 
 
4. Contrast drill  
6s+nd – 6s+nt 6b+nd – 6b+nt 
6sp+nd – 6sp+nt 6t+nd – 6t+nt 
6m+nd – 6m+nt  6l+nd – 6l+nt 
 
Drill 2. Aspirate the voiceless plosives /p /, /t /and  /k /. 
 
6p1n  –  6p1nz 6p1t  –   6p1ts    6k1d   –  6k1dz 
6p+n  –  6p+nz 6p+t  –  6p+ts    6k1lt  –  6k1lts 
6t1n  –  6t1nz 6p1g  –  6p1gz    6k1t   –  6k1ts 
6t+n  –  6t+nz 6p+g  –  6p+gz    6k1tn  – 6k1tnz 
 
Drill 3. 
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+n t+n g+t d+t – d+d s1t – s+t 0b1zi  – 0b+ni g+ts 
+g p+n p+t b+t – b+d b1t – b+t 0p1ti  – 0p+ti p+ts 
+t m+n n+t s+t – s+d b1g – b+g 0m1ni – 0m+ni b+dz 
    d1d – d+d  k1dz 
LESSON TWO 
 
 
/l/ and /j/ 
 
/f/ and /v/ 
 
/i:/   
 
/#/ 
 
● /l/ is a forelingual, apico-alveolar, lateral sonorant. It has two positional allo-
phones: "clear" /l/, followed by a vowel, as in /la1t/and /l1t/, and a "dark" /l/ when it 
is word-final or followed or preceded by a consonant, as in /f1l/, /f1dl/ and /f1ld/. 
 
ARTICULATION OF /l/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
l+s – s+l l1k – k1l  s+tl  
l+t – t+l l1t – t1l  k+tl 
l1p – p1l l1li – l1tl   
 
Lateral plosion: When a plosive /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, or /g/ is followed by the 
lateral sonorant /l/ its plosion becomes lateral (the result of assimilation). The 
sonorant becomes syllabic in the root-final position preceded by a consonant. 
 
Laterally exploded allophones of the plosives: 
 
/p – b/ /t – d/ /k – g/ 
60pNl 6bi:tNl 6vi:kNl 
6pi:pNl 6l1tNl 6saikNl 
6s1mpNl 6b0tNl 6kNl2:s 
6te1bNl 6m1dNl 6i:gNl 
6pNle1t 6m+dNl 6bju:gNl 
6bNle1d 6s0dNl 6gNl2:s 
 
Laterally exploded allophones of the plosives: 
           (at word or syllable junctions)  
0goodN 6luck 0blackN 6leather  6badN ly 
0oldN 6love 0bigN 6letters 6quickNly 
0quiteN6late 0deadN 6leaves  6hotNly 
0notN 6loud 0goodN 6looking 6smugNly 
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0deepN 6lake 0greatN 6losses  
6tapeN library 0whiteN 6lilies  
● /j/ is a medio-lingual, constrictive, central sonorant. It is very weak and it can 
easily be influenced according to the position it is in. 
  ARTICULATION OF  /j/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+t – j+t6  01z 71s #7s+nt#ns || 6j+s | 1t 61z || 
+l – j+l6  01z 1t #7d1f1k(#)lt s+nt#ns ||6 
+s – j+s6  0j+s | 1t 61z || 71s →s+nt#ns 1z 6d1f1k#lt || 
6j+s | 1t 61z ||  1ts # 6d1f1k(#)lt s+nt#ns |71znt 1t || 6j+s | 1t 61z ||  
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /j/xx 
 
The letter  y  preceding a vowel represents this sonorant in the spelling of words 
such as  yes, yard, and youth. 
 
 
● /f/ and /v/ are labio-dental, constrictive, fricative consonant phonemes. 
/f/ is voiceless, /v/ is voiced. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /f/ AND /v/mmm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f1l 0d+f1n1t l1v 0s+vn 
d+f 1n6d+f1n1t 0v+lv1t 10l+vn6 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /f/ AND /v/ 
  
 the letter  f .......................................................  future, refer, reef, half. 
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 the letter combination  ph   
    in words of Greek origin ...............................  phoneme, alphabet, phone, 
graph. 
 
 the letter combination  gh  in some words .  enough, laughter, tough. 
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Tongue Twister  using /f/,  /8/,  /7/ and  /1/ 
 
0This 0fish | has a 6thin 1fin. || 
0That7fish has a 6thick7fin. || 
 6This fish | is a7fish | 
 That has a7thinner fin | 
 Than 6that fish. || 
 
 
 
 
  Question-Answer Pattern /1/, /+/ and /z/. 
 
 It  is 6Nellie. || Statements                                          1. 
 It 6isn't 1Dick. || 
Is it7Nellie? ||  6Yes | it 6is. || General Questions                              2. 
 0Isn't  it7Dick? || 6No | it 6isn't. || 
Alternative Questions                        3.  Is it7Nellie | or 6Dick? || It  is 6Nellie. || 
Disjunctive Questions                        4.   
a)  It is 6Nellie, |7isn't  it? || Yes,  it 6is. || 
                                                                 b)  It 6isn't 1Dick, |7is  it? || No, it 6isn't. || 
Special Questions                               5.  Who 6is  it? It  is 6Nellie. || 
 
 
 
 ● The vowel /i:/ is a front, high, narrow, long, tense, unrounded diphthongoid. 
It has three positional allophones:  
1. Long (when word-final). 
2. Half-long (followed by a voiced consonant or a sonorant). 
3. Short (followed by a voiceless consonant). 
 
long half-long short 
sea /6si:/ [6si:] seam /6si:m/ [6si·m] seat /6si:t/ [sit] 
 
 
 
ARTICULATION OF /i:/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   i:v  bi: – bi:n – bi:t   d1d – di:d   s1t – si:t  
   i:zi  di: – di:n – di:p   l1d – li:d   b1t – bi:t  
   i:t  ni: – ni:d – ni:t   l1v – li:v   n1t – ni:t   
  si: – si:d – si:t   f1ld – fi:ld   l1st – li:st  
  li:  – li:g – li:k   s1n – si:n   sl1p – sli:p  
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GRAPHIC RULES FOR /i:/mmm 
 
 the letter  e  in open and historically open syllables: be, he, meter, these, theme.    
 the letter combinations   ee – meet, see, feel, tree 
 ea – meat, sea, peace, wreath 
 ie  – piece, field, believe 
 ei – ceiling, receive  
  the letter  i  in certain words: machine, police, prestige, suite 
 
  Rare spellings: people, key, quay. 
 
 
NOTE: 
● [i] is the symbol now generally used by phoneticians to represent the vowel which 
occurs in the final syllable of words such as money, trolley, city, Sunday and baby (as 
well as in the plural forms such as babies and ladies. [i] is not, strictly speaking, a 
phoneme of its own, but has the quality of /i:/ although its length is more like that of /1/. 
 
[i] also appears in unstressed open syllables when followed by another vowel, in words 
such as “serious” /0s1#ri#s/, “mediate” /0mi:die1t/, and “studying” /0st6di1$/. The vowel 
sequence which occurs in “studying” gives a particularly clear illustration of the need 
for [i], since it is almost impossible to pronounce /0st6d11$/.  
 
 6 
6s1ti 
 
6k1ti 
 
6d1ni 
 
6b1zi 
 
7s1ti – 6s1tiz 
 
7g1ni – 6g1niz 
 
6mi:di#m 
6p1ti 6d1ti 6g1ni 6g1di 7k1ti – 6k1tiz 7d1ni – 6d1niz 6h6ri1$ 
 
 
 
A friend in need is a friend indeed. 
No sweet without some sweat. 
Extremes meet. 
 
 
Tongue Twister 
/i:/,  /1/,  /+/ and  /p/ 
 
Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers; 
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked. 
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, 
Where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked? 
 
● The vowel /#/ is a mixed, mid, broad, lax, non-labialized phoneme. It is called 
the neutral vowel. It occurs only in unstressed syllables (as a result of reduction). 
It has the following possible allophones: 
 
1. /#/ in articles, prefixes and inside 
words 
1ts # 6t1k1t || 
1ts # 6s+nt#ns || 
1ts # 6s1l#bl || 
 
2. /#/ word-final (having a shade of /6/) 
1ts # 6l+t# || 
1ts # 6s1st# || 
1t 1z 6pi:t# || 
1t 1z 6b+t# || 
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3. /#/ half-long (before z and d) 
6l+t#,z 
6s1st#,z 
 d16l1v#,d 
6s0nf#,d 
 
4. /#/ the shortest (in prefixes com-, 
con-). 
k#m6pi:t 
k#m6pli:t 
k#n6s1st 
k#n6s1d# 
ARTICULATION OF /#/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /#/ 
 
The neutral vowel /#/ is represented in spelling by: 
 the letter  a  in prefixes and articles, e.g. about, asleep, a big city 
 the suffixes     -er       teacher 
-or       doctor 
-ar       collar 
-our    neighbour 
-ous     famous 
 the letters a, o and u in unstressed syllables (hard reduction), as in sofa, 
autumn, atom 
 
 
 
Better late than never, but better never late.  
 
 
 
  Question-Answer Patterns   involving  /+/,  /p/, and /j/: 
 
It is a pen. 
It isn't a pencil. 
 
Is it a pen? Yes, it is. 
Isn't it a pencil? No, it isn't. 
 
Is it a pen or a pencil? It is a pen. 
 
It is a pen, isn't it? Yes, it is. 
It isn't a pencil, is it? No, it isn't. 
 
What is it? It is a pen. 
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON TWO 
 
Vowel phonemes /i:/ and /#/ 
Consonants /f/ and  /v/ 
Sonorants /l/ and /j/ 
 
Section 1.  The vowel /i:/ is a front, high, narrow, long, tense, unrounded diph-
thongoid. 
 
Drill 1. The vowel /i:/ in its positional allophones (long, half-long and short). 
 
1)6bi: 6bi:d 6bi:t 2) 6bi: – 6bi:d – 6bi:t 3) 6si: – 6si:d – 6si:t 
 6di: 6di:d 6di:p     6di: – 6di:d – 6di:p     6li: – 6li:d – 6li:k  
 6ni: 6ni:d 6ni:t     6ni: – 6ni:d – 6ni:t     6fi: – 6fi:d – 6fi:t 
  
Drill 2. Contrast /1/ with /i:/, and observe the positional length of the vowel /i:/. 
 
6s1n – 6si:n 6d1d – 6di:d 6s1t –  6si:t  
6b1n – 6bi:n 6l1d – 6li:d 6b1t – 6bi:t 
6d1n – 6di:n 6l1v – 6li:v 6l1st – 6li:st 
 
 
Section 2. The vowel /#/ – the neutral vowel (sometimes referred to as the 
‘schwa’) is a mixed, mid, broad, lax, non-labialized vowel phoneme. 
 
Drill 1. The allophone of the vowel /#/ is found in articles and prefixes, and inside 
words. 
 
# 6t1k1t || 01ts # 6t1k1t ||     01t 1z # 6t1k1t || 
# 6s1st#m || 01ts # 6s1st#m || 01t 1z # 6s1st#m || 
# 6s+nt#ns || 01ts # 6s+nt#ns || 01t 1z # 6s+nt#ns || 
# 6s1l#bl || 01ts # 6s1l#bl || 01t 1z # 6s1l#bl || 
 
Drill 2. The word-final allophone of this neutral vowel has a shade of /6/. 
 
# 6l+t# || 01ts # 6l+t# || 01t 1z # 6l+t# || 
# 6f1t# || 01ts # 6f1t# || 01t 1z # 6f1t# || 
# 6ti:t!# || 01ts # 6ti:t!# || 01t 1z # 6ti:t!# || 
# 6s1st# || 01ts # 6s1st# || 01t 1z # 6s1st# || 
  
 
Drill 3.  A half-long neutral vowel (when followed by /z/ or /d/). 
 
         /... #,z/            /... #,d/ 
# 6l+t#  – 6l+t#,z  6b+t#,d – 0b+t#,d 6la1f || 
# 6f1t#  – 6f1t#,z 6l+t#,d – 0l+t#,d 6pi:pl || 
# 6s1st# – 6s1st#,z 62:ns#,d – 02:ns#,d 6l+t#,z ||  
# 6ti:t!# – 6ti:t!#,z  d16l1v#,d – d10l1v#,d 6me1l || 
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Drill 4. The shortest allophone of the neutral vowel, which appears in the prefixes 
"con-", "com-" and "for-" when they occur before /b/and /g/. 
 
k#n6s1st k#n6si:l k#m6pi:t f#6g+t 1t 
k#n6s1d# k#6n+kt k#m6pli:t f#6b1d h#* 
k#n6te1n k#n6d1!n k#m6ple1n bi: p#6la1t 
k#n6t1nju: k#n6tr#9l k#m6p#9z 1n p#6z1!n 
      * weak form of /h4:/ 
 
Section 3. The medio-lingual central sonorant /j/. 
 
Drill 1. 
 
7+s  –  6j+s 7+n  –  6j+n 7i:st  –  6ji:st   0j+s 1t 61z || 
7+t  –  6j+t 7+l   –  6j+l 7j+s   –  6j+st#di 6j+s | 1t 61z || 
 
Drill 2.  Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. It  is 6Nellie. 2. 0Is  it7Nellie? 6Yes, it 6is. 
    It 6isn't 1Dick.     0Isn't  it7Dick? 6No, it 6isn't. 
3. Is  it7Nellie or 6Dick? It  is 6Nellie. 
4. It  is 6Nellie,  6isn't  it? 6Yes, it 6is. 
    It 6isn't7Dick, 7is  it? 6No, it 6isn't. 
5. Who 6is  it? It is 6Nellie. 
 
 
Section 4. The apico-alveolar lateral sonorant in its two positional allophones: 
the "clear" /l/ and the "dark" /l/. 
 
Drill 1. The "clear" /l/ (prevocalic). 
 
7li:f 7l1t 7l+t 
7li:v 7l1ft 7l+ft 
 6li:vz  6l1st  6l+st 
 
Contrast drill. 
6l1t  –  6t1l 6l+s  –  6s+l 
6l1k  – 6k1l 6l+t  –  6t+l 
6l1p  – 6p1l 6li:p  – 6pi:l 
 
Drill 2. The "dark" /l/ (word-final). 
 
6b1l 6b+l  – 6b+lz 
6t1l 6t+l  –  6t+lz 
6k1l 6s+l  –  6s+lz 
6f1l 6n+l  –  6n+lz 
6st1l 6d+l  –  6d+lz 
6sk1l 6sm+l – 6sm+lz 
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Drill 3. Laterally exploded allophones of the plosives: lateral plosion. 
 
/p/ and /b/ /t/ and /d/ /k/ and /g/ 
60pNl 6l1tNl 6vi:1kNl 
6pi:pNl 6bi:tNl 6sa1kNl 
6s1mpNl 6b0tNl 6kNl2:s 
6te1bNl 6m1dNl 6i:gN l 
6pNle1t 6m+dNl 6bju:gNl 
6bNle1d 6s0dNl 6gNl2:s 
 
Drill 4. Laterally exploded allophones of the plosives /p/, /t/ and /k/,  and /b/, /d/ 
and /g/ (at word or syllable junctions). 
 
goodN luck notN loud blackN leather goodN looking 
oldN love deepN lake bigN lines greatN losses 
quiteN late tapeN library deadN leaves whiteN lilies 
 
Section 5. Interdental allophones of the alveolar /t, d, n, l, s, z/ followed by /8/ or 
/7/. 
 
Drill 1. Interdental /t, n, z/.    
 
6s+vn || 6e1t|| 6t+n || 
7# 6s+vnN8 || 7i 6e1 tN8 || 7# 6t+nN8 || 
1t 1zN 7# 6s+vnN8 || 1t 1zN 7i 6e1 tN8 || 1t 1zN 7# 6t+nN8 || 
 
1f1f6ti:n || 16l+vn || 1s+vn6ti:n || 
7# 1f1f6ti:nN8 || 7i 16l+vnN8 || 7# 1s+vn6ti:nN8 || 
1t 1z 7# 1f1f6ti:nN8 || 1t 1z 7i 16l+vnN8 || 1t 1z 7# 1s+vn6ti:nN8 || 
 
Drill 2. Interdental /n/ and /t/   
/1nN 7# .../ 
1nN 7# 6m1dl || 1nN 7# 68i:s1s || 1nN 7i 6i:vn1$|| 
1nN 7# 6s1ti || 1nN 7# 6l+t# || 1nN 7i 61ns1d#nt ||  
1nN 7# 6fi:ld || 1nN 7# 6l+kt!# || 1nN 7i 6i:st || 
 
/#t N7# .../ 
#tN 7# 6l+sn || #tN 7# 6s1n1m# || #tN 7i 61nst1tju:t || 
#tN 7# 6l+kt!# || #tN 7# 68i#t# || #tN 7i 6+ntr#ns || 
#tN 7# 6d+sk || #tN 7# 6d+nt1st || #tN 7i 6+nd || 
 
Section 6. Phonemes in the speech flow. 
 
Drill 1.  
 
Is 0this a7sentence? || 6Yes, | it 6is. ||     
0Is it a7difficult sentence? || 
0Yes, it 6is. This 0sentence is 6difficult. || 
It is a 6difficult 1sentence,7isn't it? || 6Yes, it 6is. || 
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0Kitty is 6six. || Is 0Kitty7six? || 
0Beckie is 6seven. || Is 0Beckie7seven? || 
0Teddy is 6ten. || Is 0Teddy7ten? || 
0Lily is e6leven. || Is 0Lily e7leven? || 
Mrs. 0Nelson is |sixty-6six. || Is Mrs. 0Nelson 0sixty-7six? || 
 
The Low Fall and the Low Rise. 
 
6j+s  71z 1t 
6b1l   01z 1t7s+vn 
6k1ti   01z 1t7t+n 
 m1s 6k1ti  61z m1s1z7d1ksi7s1ksti 
7t+d  61z m1s7sm18 s1ksti7s1ks  
 
6j+s – 7j+s 
671s – 771s 
6b+ti – 7b+ti 
m1s 6m1ni – m1s7m1ni 
0m1ni 6sm18 – 0m1ni7sm18 
0b+ti 6n+ls#n – 0b+ti7n+ls#n 
 
 
Drill 2. Question-Answer Patterns (to be memorized) 
(Observe the aspiration of /p/, make transcriptions and provide tonograms). 
 
1. It  is  a 6pen. || 
     It 6isn't  a 1pencil. || 
2. 0Is it a7pen? || 6Yes, | it 6is. || 
        0Isn't it a7pencil? || 6No, | it 6isn't. || 
3. 1Is it a7pen | or a 6pencil? || It's a 6pen. || 
4. It is a 6pen, |7isn't it? || 0Yes, it 6is. || 
     It 6isn't a 1pencil, |7is it? || 0No, it 6isn't. || 
5. 0What 6is  it? || It's  a 6pen. || 
 
Drill 3. Tongue twisters (aspiration) /p/, /i: /, /+/ and /1 / 
 
 
     Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers; 
    A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked. 
    If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled 
peppers,  
    Where is the peck of pickled peppers Peter 
Piper  picked? 
 
  0This 0fish has  a 6thin fin. || 
 That 0fish has  a 6thick 1fin. || 
 6This fish | is a7fish | 
  That has a 1thinner fin |6 
  Than 6that fish.|| 
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LESSON THREE 
 
 
2: 3 u: 9 #9 
 
● /2:/ is a back, low, broad, long, tense, non-labilialized phoneme. As any long 
vowel, it has three positional allophones—long, half-long and short—as found in 
the following examples:  /k2:/, /k2:d /, /k2:t/. However, in the allophonic 
transcription it would be /k2:/, /k2·d/, /k2t/. 
 
ARTICULATION OF /2:/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
k2: – k2:m – k2:t  2:m  #  0f2: 6st2: || 
f2:  – f2:m – p2:t  2:t  02:sk 6f2:7# || 
b2: – b2:d – b2:k  2:sk   7# 0d2:k 6g2:dn || 
    
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /2:/ 
  the letter combination   ar .................   cart, party 
  the letter a followed by  sk, sp, ss, 
st  
ask, basket;   grasp, clasp;  pass, glass;  
past, fast 
   ft ................. after, craft 
   th ................ path, father 
   lf and lm .... half, calf;   calm, palm 
  the letter combination   ear 
.............. 
heart, hearth 
  the letter combination   er 
................ 
clerk, sergeant, Derby 
  the letter combination   au 
...............  
aunt, laugh, laughter 
  the endings “-ance” and “-and” in words of French origin when stressed: 
           France, glance, demand, command 
Rare Spelling: drama, aria, tomato, banana, vase, moustache. 
 
   
He laughs best who laughs last. 
After a storm comes a calm. 
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Each dog barks in his own yard. 
Art is long, life is short. 
 
   
NASAL PLOSION 
When one of the plosives /p, t, k, b, d/ or /g/ is followed by the nasal sonorants 
/m/ or /n/, its plosion becomes nasal. When a root-final sonorant is preceded by a 
consonant, it becomes syllabic, as in the word “pardon”  /p2:dNn/.  
 
Nasally exploded allophones of the plosives: 
 
0helpN6Nick || 0goodN6name || 6subNmarine 
0helpN6mother || 0oldN6man || 6adNmiral 
0stopN6now || 0badN6manners || 6igNnorance 
0snubN6nose || 0lastN6minutes || 6blackNmail 
0badN6news || 0takeN6mine || abN6normal 
0coldN6meat || 0goodN6marks || de6partNment 
0hotN6meals || 0bigN6numbers || adN6mire 
0loudN6noise || 0leagueN6members || LetN me 6do it || 
 
LOSS OF PLOSION 
 
When one of the plosives /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/ or /g/ is followed by another 
plosive either within a word or at a word junction, its plosion is suppressed. 
 
Unexploded allophones of the plosives: 
 
put 6down 0red 6corner 6blackNboard 
sit 6down 0cheap 6books 6footNball 
don't 6talk 0good 6temper 6bookNcase 
take 6care 0cold 6drinks 6shopNkeeper 
write 6down 0hot 6toast 6pig Ntail 
eight 6people 0loud 6cries 6dustNbin 
Big 6Ben 0Saint 6Paul's 6text Nbook 
log 6cabin 0round 6table 6handNbag 
 
 
● /3/ is a back, low, broad, slightly rounded, short, lax phoneme. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /3/mm 
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GRAPHIC RULES FOR /3/ 
 
  the letter  o  in closed stressed 
syllables 
not, office, hot, dock, sorry 
  in the letter combination  wa /w3/ 
......... 
was, want  (but note "water" /0w@:t#/)  
  in the letter combination  qua /kw3/ 
..... 
quality, quantity, quantum 
      (but note "quarter" /0kw@:t#/) 
  the letter combinations ou or ow  
.......... 
cough, trough, Gloucester, knowledge 
  the letter combination  au 
...................... 
because, sausage, Austria 
  
 
 
 
Honesty is the best policy. 
A little pot is soon hot. 
Be slow to promise and quick to perform. 
Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today. 
 
 
 
● /u:/ is a back, high, narrow, long, tense, labialized diphthongoid. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /u:/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
lu:z   – lu:s  nju: ju, 62: || 
mu:d – mu:t   fju: ju, 2, 6n3t || 
su:n  – su:p  0mju:z1k &2: ju, || 
  0mju:z1kl ju, 62:nt || 
  0stju:dnts  
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /u:/ 
 
 
  the letter u in open 
syllables: 
June, rule, blue, true. 
     (except after /d5/, /r/ or /l/, the vowel /u:/ is often preceded by /j/: tune /tju:n/, 
mute. 
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 the digraph oo  except if followed by k or r:  too, moon, soon, food (but good 
/g9d/) 
 the digraph ou in words of French origin: e.g. group, soup, route, coup, 
mousse, loupe.  
  the letter o ................................ do, two, who, move, lose, whose, whom, tomb 
 the digraph ew .......................... flew, chew, jew, jewel, crew.      
     (except after /d5/, /r/, /t!/ or /l/, /u:/ is often preceded by /j/: few /fju:/,  new /nju:/ 
 the digraph eu ........................... feudal /fju:dl/, neutral /nju:trl/  
 the digraphs ui and ue                                 suit, fruit, cruise;    due, sue 
Rare spelling: shoe, beauty, queue      
 
    
 
No news is good news. 
Bad news has wings. 
Don't speak too soon. 
That's where the shoe pinches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● /9/ is a back, advanced, high, broad, slightly labialized, short, lax vowel 
phoneme. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /9/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
g9d p9l – pu:l   # 0g9d 6b9k || 
k9d f9l – fu:l   # 0g9d 6k9k || 
k9k f9t – fu:d  0l9k #t 7# 6b9k || 
t9k p9t – bu:t  
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /9/ 
 
  letters oo when followed by book, brook, look, shook, cook, nook 
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k;  
         sometimes before d 
........... 
         occasionally before t or l .. 
good, stood, wood (but brood /bru:d/, food, 
mood) 
foot, soot (but boot /bu:t/, loot);   wool (but pool 
/pu:l/) 
  the letter u  followed by  ll pull, bull, full (but cull /k6l/, dull, gull, hull, mull) 
Rare spelling: could, should, would;  woman, bosom, wolf; puss, put  
 
 
 
 
A good beginning makes a good ending. 
A good cook never cooks while looking into a cookery 
book. 
Look before you leap. 
 
● /#9/ is a back diphthong. Its nucleus is a mid, broad neutral /#/ which glides into 
/9/. The two elements are almost equally strong. 
  
ARTICULATION OF /#9/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
l#9 – n#9n – n#9t   #9  s#9  0s#9 6s#9 || 
g#9 – k#9l – k#9t  #9n  f#9  0#9 6n#9 | 0d#9nt 0g#9 #6l#9n || 
s#9 – s#9l – s#9k  #9nli  t#9n   
b1·l#9 – b#9n – b#9t  #9pn  b#9n   
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /#9/mm 
 
  the letter  o  in open syllables................... go, home, moment 
  the letter  o  when followed 
by 
- ll................................poll, roll, toll, stroll (but doll /d3l/, 
holly) 
 - ld ................................old, told, cold, bold, sold, scold 
 - st ................................most, post, host (but lost /l3st/, 
cost) 
  the letter o in word-final unstressed 
syllables: .......................................................  
hero, photo, potato 
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  the digraphs oa and oe  
............................... 
boat, road, foal, loaf, roam; toe, foe, 
hoe 
  the digraph ow in word-final position 
......... 
low, show, know, window, tomorrow 
(but: now /na9/, how, cow, row, 
brow) 
Irregular spelling: shoulder, poultry, mould, soul, own, sown, brooch. 
 
 
As you sow, so you shall mow. 
True love never grows old. 
When in Rome do as Romans do. 
Be slow to promise and quick to perform. 
 
 
Home assignment:  Add an inquiring reply, then transcribe, mark the intonation 
and provide tonograms. 
Models: This is an oak.        –  Is it?    
 This isn't an oak.   –  Isn't it? 
1. This is a garden.   2. This is a mail.   3. This isn't a penny.   4. This isn't a star.  
5. This is a cock.      6. This isn't a fox.  7. This is a clock.        8. This isn't a dog. 
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON THREE 
 
                              Vowel phonemes /2:/, /3/, /u:/, /9/, and /#9/  
 
Section 1. The vowel /2:/ is a back, low, broad, long, tense, non-labialized 
phoneme. 
It has a low voice-quality, as in the word  /62:mi /. The Ukrainian central “a” 
should not 
 
be used in place of it, as the following contrasting examples illustrate:  
 
 армія6 
 
– 
 
army /62:mi/ 
 партія6 – party /6p2:ti/ 
 
Drill 1. The vowel /2:/ in its long, half-long and short positional allophones: 
 
72: 7p2: 7f2: 7k2: 7st2: 7p2:st 7g2:dn 
72:nt6 7p2:m6 7f2:m6 7k2:d6 7st2:v6 7f2:st6 7p2:dn6 
362:t 36p2:ti 36f2:7# 36k2:t 36st2:t  6l2:st  6h2:dn 
  
 
Drill 2. /2:/ in phrases. Observe the assimilation (dental allophones of the 
alveolars). 
 
a) 
1n 7# 6p2:k || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6p2:k || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6p2:k |71znt 1t || 
1n 7# 6p2:st || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6p2:st || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6p2:st |71znt 1t || 
3n 7# 6f2:m || 1t 1z 3n 7# 6f2:m || 1t 1z 3n 7# 6f2:m |71znt 1t || 
1n 7# 6k2:t || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6k2:t || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6k2:t |71znt 1t || 
1n 7# 6g2:dn || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6g2:dn || 1t 1z 1n 7# 6g2:dn |71znt 1t || 
#t 7# 6p2:ti || 1t 1z #t 7# 6p2:ti || 1t 1z #t 7# 6p2:ti |71znt 1t || 
    
b) Phrases 
02:sk  #nd 62:ns# || 0me1k # 6st2:t || 0b+g 6p2:dn || 
02:sk  j@, 6f2:7# || 071s 1z 62:t || a1 0b+g 6p2:dn || 
02:ft# 6kl2:s1z || 0st2:t 7# 6k2: || a1 0b+g  j@, 6p2:dn || 
02:sk  7# 6f2:m# || 0w3t # 6st2: || &p2:dn6 || 
 
 
Drill 3.  Proverbs to illustrate /2:/ in the speech flow. 
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0Each 0dog 0barks in his 0own 6yard. 
|| 
 
He 1laughs7best | 1who 1laughs 
6last. || 
 
0After a7storm | 1comes a 6calm. || 
 
0Art is 6long, | 1life is 6short. ||  
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Section 2. The vowel /3/ is a back, low, broad, short, lax, slightly rounded 
phoneme. It has a ‘metallic’ quality, as in "not” and “pot". The Ukrainian "o" 
should not be used in place of /3/ — listen to the difference: 
"нота" – /6n3t/                         "рот" – /6r3t/ 
Drill 1. /3/ in separate words  
73n6 7g3d6 7g3t6 6d3g – 6d3gz 6b3ks – 6b3ks1z d3k – d3kt#6 
73d6 7n3d6 7n3t6 6l3g – 6l3gz 6f3ks – 6f3ks1z d3k – d3kt#s6 
73f#6 7d3g6 7d3k6 6k3k – 6k3ks  0m3dn 6n3vlz 0d3kt# 6s0nf#d 
63ks#n 6l3g 6l3k 6l3k – 6l3ks  0g1v 0p3li 6k3fi  
 
Drill 2. /3/ in phrases. (Notice the dental allophones of /s/ and /n/). 
0w3ts 7# 6ta1m 7# 6h3stl a1m 6s3ri 
0w3ts 7# 6de1t #t 7# 6h3stl a1m 0s#9 6s3ri  
0w3ts 7# 6m0t# a1 0l1v 1n 7# 6h3stl a1m 6v+ri 1s3ri 
0w3ts 7# 6tr6bl !i 0l1vz 1n 7# 6h3stl 1s3ri 6 
 
Drill 3. Proverbs that illustrate /3/ in the flow of speech: 
 
1. Honesty is the best policy.  
2. A little pot is soon hot. 
3. Be slow to promise and quick to perform. 
4. Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today. 
 
      A tongue twister. 
For want of the nail the shoe was lost; 
For want of the shoe the horse was lost; 
For want of the horse the rider was lost; 
For want of the rider the battle was lost; 
For want of the battle the kingdom was lost; 
And all for the want of a horse-shoe nail. 
 
Section 3.  The vowel /u:/  is a high, narrow, long, tense, labialized 
diphthongoid. The Ukrainian retracted /У/ should not be used in place of it. 
Listen for the difference between "суп" and /su:p/,  and between "ту" and /tu:/.  
   
Drill 1. /u:/ in its long, half-long and short positional allophones: 
    
6tu: 6fju: 6su:n 6fu:l 6mu:t 6ju:sf9l ju: 6|| 
6du: 6vju: 6nu:n 6tu:l 6bu:t 6nju:z ju, 62: || 
6su: 6kju: 6mu:n 6fu:d 6lu:s 6ju:sf9l ju, 2, 6n3t ||     ju, 62:nt || 
6sju: 6dju: 6mu:d 6mu:d 6su:t 6ju:sl#s 12: ju, ||            12:nt ju,6 || 
 
6nju: - 6nju:z 6dju: - 6dju:ti 6stju: - 6stju:d#nt 61nst1tju:t || 
6vju: - 6vju:z 6bju: - 6bju:ti 6mju: - 6mju:z1k 7i 61nst1tju:t || 
   #tN 7i 61nst1tju:t || 
Drill 2. The vowel /u:/ occurs in the following phrases: 
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# 6stju:d#nt || 
ju,#r # 6stju:d#nt || 
ju,#r # 6stju:d#nt | 62:nt ju, || 
1ks6kju:z mi | ju, #r # 6stju:d#nt |72:nt ju, || 
   
3n 6dju:ti || 
ju·#r 3n 6dju:ti || 
ju·#r 3n 6dju:ti | 62:nt ju, || 
1ks6kju:z mi | ju·#r 3n 6dju:ti |72:nt ju, || 
   
a9#r 61nst1tju:t || 
a9# 0nju: 61nst1tju:t || 
a9# 0nju: 01nst1tju:t 1z 6bju:t1f9l || 
   
0du: ju, 0la1k a9#r71nst1tju:t ||  0j+s a1 6du: || 
0du: ju, 0la1k71$gl1! ||  0j+s a1 6du: || 
0du: ju, 0la1k7stju:d#nts ||  6j+s | a1 6du: || 
0du: ju, 0la1k7mju:z1k ||  6j+s | a1 6du: || 
 
 
Drill 3. Vowel /u:/ in the speech flow. 
 
 
a) Question-Answer Pattern based on /u:/ and /ju:/. 
 
1. You are a student. 
You are not a teacher. 
2. Are you a student?  Yes, I am. 
Aren't you a teacher?  No, I'm not. 
3. Are you a student or a teacher?  I'm a student. 
4. You are a student, aren't you?  Yes, I am. 
You are not a teacher, are you?   No, I'm not. 
5. What do you do?  I'm a student. 
 
 
b) Proverbs that illustrate the vowel /u:/.   
 
1. No news is good news. 
 
2. Bad news has wings. 
 
3. Don't speak too soon. 
 
4. That's where the shoe pinches. 
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Section 4. The vowel /9/ is a back-advanced, high, broad, short, lax, slightly 
labialized phoneme. The Ukrainian /y/ should not be used in place of it. 
Listen to the difference: 
бук – book /6b9k/                   Гуд – good /6g9d/ 
 
Drill 1. Vowel /9/ in words and phrases. 
 
6b9k 6l9k 6p9l 6p9t 6k9d a1 6k9d || 
6t9k 6h9k 6f9l 6f9t 6!9d a1 6k9d | 1f a1 6w9d || 
6k9k 6n9k 6b9l 6g9d 6w9d ju, 6!9d || 
 
 
Drill 2. Proverbs that illustrate /9/ in the speech flow. 
 
1. A good beginning makes a good ending. 
2. A good cook never cooks while looking into a cookery book. 
3. Look before you leap. 
 
 
 
Section 5. The vowel /#9/ is a back-advanced diphthong. Its two elements, the 
nucleus and the glide, are almost equally strong.       
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /#9/ in its positional allophones.  
 
a) 
7#96 7s#96 7b#96 7h#9m6 7h#9p6 7m3sk#96 7#9nli6 
7n#96 7sn#96 7g#96 7k#9m6 7k#9p6 7f3l#96 7#9v#6 
6l#9  b16l#9  #6g#9 6f#9m 6s#9p 6f+l#9 l6@:ls#9 
 
b) Contrast drill. 
6#9   –  6#9n – 6#9ts || 
6b#9 – 6b#9n – 6b#9t || 
6g#9 – 6g#9l – 6g#9t || 
6n#9 – 6n#9n – 6n#9t || 
 
6s#9 – 6s#9n –  6s#9p || 
6k#9 – 6k#9n – 6k#9p || 
6t#9 – 6t#9n – 6k#9t || 
6l#9 – 6l#9n  – 6l#9f || 
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Drill 2. The diphthong /#9 / in the speech flow. 
 
a) 
6Don't. || 
  I 6don't. || 
6No, I 6don't. || 
 6Go. || 
 0Don't 6go. || 
 0Don't 0go 6home. || 
  
  0Don't 0go 0home a6lone. || 
  I 0don't 0go 0home a6lone. || 
 6No, I 0don't 0go 0home a6lone. ||  
  Oh, 6no, I 0don't 0go 0home a6lone. ||  
  
b) Question-Answer Pattern. 
1. I  0live at the 6hostel. || 
     I 0don't 0live at 6home. || 
2. 0Do you 0live in the &hostel? ||  6Yes, | I 6do. || 
       0Don't you 0live at &home?   ||   6No, | I 6don't. || 
3. 0Do you 0live in the &hostel | or at 6home? || 
      I 0live in the 6hostel. ||  
4. You 0live in the 6hostel, |7don't you? ||  0Yes, I 6do. || 
     You 6don't 1live at 1home, |7do you? ||  0No, I 6don't. || 
5. 0Where do you 6live? ||  I 0live in the 6hostel. || 
 
Proverbs: 
1. As you sow, so you shall mow. 
2. True love never grows old. 
3. When in Rome, do as the Romans do. 
4. Be slow to promise and quick to perform. 
 
Section 6 
Exercise 1. Read the following questions: 
 
1. Is this a text?   2. Is this a lesson?   3. Is this a sentence?  
4. Is this a pen?   5. Is this a park?   6. This text is easy, isn't it?   
7. The dog is not big, is it?   8. This lesson is not difficult, is it?  
 
Exercise 2. Read the following pairs of words aloud.  Don't devoice the voiced 
final [z] at the end of the  noun plural form. 
 
a lot – lots a note – notes a bill – bills a clock – clocks 
a top – tops fog – fogs a fox – foxes a kid – kids 
a net – nets a pet – pets a kiss – kisses a stick – sticks 
a set – sets a nod – nods a bed – beds a theme – themes 
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Exercise 3.  Transcribe the following words, marking the stress where 
necessary: 
 
a bell – bells  a city – cities an empty desk – empty 
desks 
a lily – lilies 
a mill – mills a test – tests a sentence – sentences a busy bee – busy 
bees 
 
Exercise 6. Read the following sentences aloud: 
 
1. This is a text.  2. This is a penny.   3. This is a sentence.  4. This is a 
park.  5. This is a car.  6. This is a fox.   7. This is a clock.  8. This is a 
dock. 
1. This is the garden.    2. This is the star.  3. This is the box.   4. 
This is the dog. 5. This is the lesson.     6. This is the text.  7. This is the pen. 
  8. This is the book. 
  
 Exercise 7. Read the following sentences aloud: 
 
1. This isn't a box.         2. This isn't a bed.  3. This isn't a city.       4. This 
isn't a pencil. 5. This isn't an answer. 6. This isn't an oak.  7. This isn't a star. 
       8. This isn't a cock.  9. This isn't a mill.       10. This isn't a penny. 
 
Exercise 9. a) Read the following sentences aloud: 
 
1. This is a yellow pencil.   2. This is an old clock.  3. This is an easy 
sentence. 
4. This is a yellow fox.   5. This is a big park.  6. This is a difficult lesson. 
7. This is a big car.   8. This is a difficult text.  
 
b) Make the sentences in Ex. 9(a) negative and transcribe them.  Mark all the 
stresses and tone patterns.  Indicate the intonation. 
 
Exercise 10.  Read the following general and disjunctive questions, paying 
attention to the intonation. 
 
1. Is the lesson easy?   2.  Is the park big?   3.  Is the clock old?   
4.  Is the lesson easy?   5.  Is the text difficult?   6.  Is the book good? 
 
1. This park is big, isn't it?    2.  This clock is old, isn't it?   
3.  This pencil is yellow, isn't it?  4.  The lesson is easy, isn't it?   
5.  The text is difficult, isn't it?    6.  The book is good, isn't it? 
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LESSON FOUR 
 
 
0 @: e1 a1 h ! 5 
 
● /h/ is a pharyngeal, constrictive consonant phoneme. It has a voiced allophone 
when it appears in an intervocalic position: hat – a hat, hall – a hall, hind – 
behind, hold – behold. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /h/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i: – hi: 2:m – h2:m h1z 6h+d  h#6l#9    g#9 6h#9m 0d#9nt 0g#9 h#9m 
1z – h1z 2:t – h2:t h1z 6h2:t  h#96tel    g#9 1h#9m 0d#9nt 0g#9 1h#9m 
   6h3sp1tl   
 
● The vowel /0/ is a front, low, broad, unrounded phoneme.  
 
ARTICULATION OF  /0/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0d  l0b – l0p   d1d – d+d – d0d  p1t – p+t – p0t 
0m  k0b – k0p   h1d – h+d – h0d  t1n – t+n – t0n 
0t  h0d – h0t   s1t – s+t – s0t  p1n – p+n – p0n 
         # 0b1g 0b0g ||          # 0bl0k 6k0t ||                  0g+t 7# 6m0ps || 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /0/ 
 
  the letter  a  in closed syllables:   lad, glad, sad, mat, bag, lack. 
Note: Several disyllabic and trisyllabic words with the letter  a  in an open 
syllable  
fall under this rule, such as ‘palate’, ‘family’, and ‘cavity’. 
Rare spellings:  plaid, reveille, timbre. 
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No living man all things can. 
He who chatters to you will chatter of you. 
He that hatches matches hatches catches. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question-Answer Pattern 
 
1. It's a 6hat. || It 6isn't a cap. || 
2. 0Is it a7hat? || 6Yes, it 6is. || 
     0Isn't it a7cap? || 6No, it 6isn't. || 
3. Is it a7hat | or a 6cap? || It is a 6hat. || 
4. It is a 6hat, |7isn't it? || 0Yes, it 6is. || 
     It 6isn't a cap, |7is it? || 0No, it 6isn't. || 
5. What 6is it? || It's a 6hat. ||  
 
 
 
 
 
● The vowel /@:/ is a back, low, narrow, long, tense, labialized vowel phoneme.   
   
@:l  @: – k@:d – k@:t  k2:d – k@:d  t+n – t4:n  – t@:n. 
@:g#st  @: – s@:d – s@:t  k2:t – k@:t  h+d – h4:d – h@:d.  
@:t  @: – f@:m– f@:k  p2:t – p@:t  b+n – b4:n – b@:n  
  @: – f@:l – f@:k  p2:k – p@:k  b+d – b4:n – b@:n 
 
k3k – k@:k – k#9k#9  
 
   p3t  –  p@:t  –  p#9k 
h3t  – h@:l – h#9p     sp3t – sp@:t. – sp#9k 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /@:/mm 
 
  the letter sequence or(e)  ................................  port, sort; bore, tore 
 the letter sequence oor ....................................  floor, door, poor (sometimes /p9#/, 
as in ................................................................  moor, boor) 
 the letter sequence our ....................................  your, pour, course (but our /a9#/, 
sour) 
 the letter sequence oar ....................................  board, oar, roar, soar 
 the letter  a  followed by  ll  .............................  all, tall, ball, call (but rally /r0li/, 
sally) 
                                     l + some other consonant  salt, chalk, talk   (but talc /t0lk/) 
 the digraph au  ..................................................  autumn, author 
 the digraph aw ..................................................  law, saw, lawn 
 within the letter sequence ought ....................  ought, bought, thought 
 within the letter sequence aught ....................  aught, fraught, taught  
 within the letter sequence war /w@:/ .............  warm, ward, warp, wart, thwart 
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All for one and one for all. 
It never rains but it pours. 
Trust me not at all or all in all.  
All roses have thorns. 
 
 
 
● The vowel /e1/ is a front diphthong, the nucleus of which is a mid, broad /e/ 
which glides to /1/, never reaching its full position. It has three positional 
allophones (as any diphthong or long vowel): e.g. /le1/ – long, /le1d/ – half long, and 
/le1t/ – short.  
 
le1 – le1d – le1t e1  7# 0se1m 6ne1m || 
me1 – me1d – me1t e1d  7# 0ge1 6de1 || 
se1 – se1v – se1f e1t  0d#9nt te1k 7# 6ke1k || 
 
 
  
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /e1/ 
 
  the letter  a  in open syllables ...... take, make   
  the digraphs ai and ay................... main, plain; may, play 
  the digraphs ei and ey .................. vein, neighbour (but height /ha1t/); grey, they 
  the digraph ea ............................... great, steak, break (but beak /bi:k/, leak 
/li:k/)  
  the letter a followed by nge or ste  range, change;  haste, paste 
Rare spelling: gauge /ge1d5/, gaol /d5e1l/. 
 
 
Make hay while the sun shines. 
Make haste slowly. 
Haste makes waste. 
No gains without some pains. 
 
 
   
● The vowel /a1/ is a front diphthong, the nucleus of which is a front /a/ which 
glides to /1/, never reaching its full position. It has three positional allophones: 
long, as in /sa1/; half-long, as in /sa1d/; and short, as in /sa1t/. 
 
a16  sa1 – sa1d – sa1t6  he1 – ha16  0fa1n 6a1z 
a1z6  la1 – la1d – la1t6  me1 – ma16  0de1 ba1 de16 
a1s6  ta1 – ta1d – ta1t6  le1k – la1k6  0le1t #t 6na1t 
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GRAPHIC RULES FOR /a1/ 
  the letters  i and  y  in open syllables ............  tie, pie, try, cry, final 
  the letter sequence  igh, often followed by t  sigh, nigh; light, night, sight  
  the letter  i  followed by ld or nd .....................  child, wild; kind, blind  
 .....................................................................  (but wind /w1nd/, hinder /h1nd#/.)  
Irregular spelling: either /a17#/, neither, sleight /sla1t/, aisle /a1l /, isle /a1l/ 
 
 
Strike the iron while it's hot. 
Out of sight, out of mind. 
If things were to be done twice, all would be wise. 
Once bitten, twice shy.  
 
 
● /!/ and /5/ are palato-alveolar constrictives: /!/ is voiceless, /5/ is voiced. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /!/  AND  /5/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!i: 6 !0l6   !i, 61z ||   hi, 61z ||   a1 60m || 
f1! 6 0f1n1! 6   !i, 61znt ||    hi, 61znt ||   a1 #m 6n3t || 
0m+5#6 0pl+5#6   !i, 1z 6n3t ||   hi, 1z 6n3t || 70m a1, ||6 
d10v15n6 d10s15n6 71z !i, ||6 71z hi, ||6  
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /!/  
 
  the letter combination sh ...............................  shoes, cashier, British. 
  the letter c in the letter combination ci ..........  official, ancient, social, special. 
  the suffixes -tion, -sion and -ssion ..................  assimilation, excursion, 
preposition,  
...........................................................................  expression.  
   Rare Spelling: Asia (only in BrE; AmE uses /5/), Russia, fascist, anxious. 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /5/  
 
  the letter  s  in the suffix  -sure  when preceded by a vowel: measure, leisure, 
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pleasure.  
2.    the letter  s  in the suffix  -sion  when preceded by a vowel: division, decision, 
lesion. 
LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON FOUR 
 
Vowel phonemes /0/, /@:/, /e1/ and /a1/ 
Consonant phonemes /h/, /!/ and /5/ 
 
Section 1. The vowel /0/ is a front, low, broad, tense, unrounded phoneme. It 
has two positional allophones: half-long before voiced consonants and sonorants, 
and short before voiceless consonants. 
 
Drill 1. The vowel /0/ in its positional allophones. 
  70n6 7s0d6 7b0g6 7b0n6 7h0nd6 gl0d || 7k0t6 7t0p6 
  7f0n6 7b0d6 7s0g6 7p0n6 7s0nd6 a1m 6gl0d || 7f0t6 7k0p6 
 6t0n  6d0d 6fl0g 6k0n 6st0nd a1m 0s#9 6gl0d || 6h0t 6kl0p 
 
Contrast drill /+/ – /0/ 
 
p+n –  p0n                             b+d – b0d                      b+t – b0t 
t+n – t0n                               s+d – s0d                      s+t – s0t 
m+n – m0n                            h+d – h0d                      p+t – p0t 
 
Drill 2. Vowel /0/ in the speech flow.  
Question-Answer Pattern. Note strong and weak forms of the verb "can",  
e.g. |Can you7come? || |Yes, I can. /k0n/ 
                                    I can 6come. /k(#)n/ 
a)  
1. I  can 0come on 6Saturday. || 
     I 6can'tN 1come  on 1Sunday. || 
2. 0Can  you 0come on7Saturday? || 6Yes, | I 6can. || 
     0Can't  you 0come on7Sunday? || 6No, | I 6can't. || 
3. 0Can you 0come  on 7Saturday | or  on 6Sunday? || 
     I  can 0come  on 6Saturday. || 
4. You can 0come on 6Saturday, | 7can't you? || 0Yes, I 6can. || 
     You 6can't 1come on 1Sunday, | 7can you? || 0No, I 6can't. || 
5. 0When can you 6come? || 
     I can 0come on 6Saturday. || 
 
b) A tongue twister containing  /i: /, /+/, /0/, /u: / and  /a1/ 
 
0Pat 0keeps 0two 6pets,| 
A 0cat and a 6rat. ||  
Pat likes his7pets, |6 
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And his7two pets | 1like 6Pat. || 
 
c) Proverbs: 
 
1. 0No 0living7man | 0all 0things 6can. || 
2. Who 0chatters7to you | will 0chatter of you. ||6 
3. 0He that 0hatches7matches | 0hatches catches. || 
 
 
Section 2. The /h/ sound is a pharyngal constrictive consonant phoneme. Its 
intervocalic allophone is slightly voiced, as illustrated in the following examples:  
6hat – a 6hat                           6hind – behind  
6hall – a 6hall                         6hold – behold 
 
Drill 1.  Don't substitute the heavy Ukrainian "x" for the weak English 
/h/ sound! Listen to the difference:  
"хата" – "hat" /6h0t/,     "охота" – "hot" /h3t/ 
 
6hi: 6h0v a1 6h0v   hi 6h0znt 6h#9m 
6h1z 6h0z !i 6h0z   hi 6h0z 6h#9st 
6h1m 6h0d hi 6h0d   hi h0z 6n3t 
7h0z hi 
  h#96tel 
  
6h3stl  6tu: h1m 6w17 h1m 62:ft# h1m 
6h3sp1tl 60t h1m 6#9v# h1m #6ba9t h1m 
6h3sp1t#bl 6f@: h1m 66nd# h1m b16f@: h1m 
 
Drill 2. The /h/ sound in the speech flow. 
 
a) Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. He has a 6hat. || 
     He 6hasn't 1got a 1cap. || 
 
2. 0Has he a7hat? || 6Yes, | he 6has. || 
       0Has he  0got a7cap? || 6No, | he 6hasn't. || 
 
3. 0Has he  0got a 7hat | or a 6cap? || 
     He has a 6hat. || 
 
4. He has a 6hat, | 7hasn't he? ||  0Yes, he 6has. || 
     He 6hasn't 1got a 1cap, | 7has he? ||  0No, he 6hasn't. || 
 
5. 6What does he have? | He has a 6hat. || 
 
b) Proverbs: 
 
1. There's 0no 1place like 6home. || 
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2. 0East or7west, | 0home is 6best. || 
Section 3. The vowel /@:/ is a back, low, narrow, long, tense, rounded phoneme. 
Don't use the Ukrainian advanced "o" in place of it. Listen to the difference: 
порт       –        port /p@:t/ 
форт      –        fort /f@:t/ 
ток         –        talk /t@:k/ 
спорт     –        sport /sp@:t/ 
 
Drill 1.  The vowel /@:/ in its positional allophones. Observe its positional length: 
 
a)  
6k@: – 6k@:d – 6k@:td  
6s@: – 6s@:d – 6s@:td  
6f@: – 6f@:m – 6f@:km  
6t@: – 6t@:l  – 6t@:kl  
 
b) Contrast drill 
6k2:d – 6k@:dd 0k3k – 0k@:k – 6k#9k#9 
6k2:t – 6k@:td 0h3t  – 0h@:l  – 6h#9p 
6p2:t – 6p@:td 0p3t  – 0p@:t  – 6p#9k 
6p2:k – 6k@:kk 0sp3t – 0sp@:t – 6sp#9k 
 
Drill 2.  Proverbs that illustrate /@:/ in the speech flow.  
 
1. 0All for7one | and 0one for 6all. || 
2. 0All 7roses | have 6thorns. || 
3. It 0never 6rains | but it 6pours. || 
4. 1Trust me 0not at 7all | or 0all in all. || 
 
 
Section 4.  The vowel /e1/ is a front diphthong, the nucleus of which is a mid, 
broad /e/ followed by a broad /1/ glide, as in /6le1 – 6le1d – 6le1t/. 
 
Drill 1. /e1/ in its positional allophones. 
a)  
6me1 6ple1t 6ne1m 6pe1n 6pe1d 6fe1t 
6de1 6le1t 6ke1m 6le1n 6le1d 6le1t 
6se1 6we1t 6se1m 6me1n 6me1d 6me1t 
0me1 6de1 670t 1we16     
 
 
b) Contrast drill 
6me1 – 6me1d – 6me1t 6se1 – 6se1v – 6se1f 
6le1 – 6le1d – 6le1t 6le1 – 6le1z – 6le1s 
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6we1 – 6we1d – 6we1t 6pe1 – 6pe1d – 6pe1s 
c) Proverbs: 
 
1. 1Make 0hay | while the 0sun 6shines. || 
2. 1Make 0haste 6slowly. || 
3. 0Haste 0makes 6waste. || 
4. No 0gains | with1out 0some 6pains. || 
 
 
Section 5. The vowel /a1/ is a front diphthong. Observe the front articulation of 
the nucleus with the tongue tip pressed to the lower teeth and a broad glide.  
 
Drill 1. /a1/ in its positional allophones. 
 
7ma16 7ba16 7ta1m6 7ma1n6 7na1t6 7la1t6 
7ha16 7ta16 7da1m6 7na1n6 7fa1t6 7ra1t6 
,6sa1 ,6la1 ,6la1m ,6la1n ,6sa1t ,6wa1t 
       
Contrast Drill 
6ta1 – 6ta1d – 6ta1t 6la1 – 6la1n – 6la1t 
6ha1 – 6ha1d – 6ha1t 6ma1 – 6ma1n – 6ma1t 
6sa1 – 6sa1d – 6sa1t 6ra1 – 6ra1m – 6ra1t 
 
 
Drill 2. /a1/ in the speech flow. 
a) 
0ba17ba1||6 0sa1d ba1 6sa1d|| #z 0wa1t #z 6la1t|| 
0ba1 #n7ba1||6 0na1t ba1 6na1t|| #z 0d2:k #z 6na1t||  
0g9d7ba1||6 0h0v # 6ba1t||6 0@:l 6ra1t|| 
 
c) Proverbs: 
 
1. 0Strike the7iron | 1while it's 6hot. || 
2. Out of7sight, | out of 6mind. || 
3. If 0things 1were to be 1done7twice | 6all would be 0wise. || 
4. 0Once7beaten, | 0twice 6shy. || 
5. Let7bygones | be 6bygones. || 
 
Section 6. The English /!/ and /5/ are palato-alveolar constrictives. That means that 
both the blade and the front of the tongue are raised to the alveoli and the hard palate. It 
gives a soft colouring to the consonants. Listen to the way these sounds differ from the 
corresponding Ukrainian sounds:  
“шип” –  sheep /6!i:p/,                                   “шоу” – show /6!#9/ 
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Drill 1. /!, 5/ in words. Spread your lips and begin ... 
 
6!i: 6!#9 6!e1m 6!i:t 6!3t 6!9k 6m0! 
6!u: 6!#9d 6!e1d 6!i:p 6!3p 6!9d 6d0! 
6!@: 6!#9n 6!e1p 6!2:p 6!3k 6!9dnt 6k0! 
 
6d1! 6ne1!n 60k!n 6#9!n 6l+5# 6v15n 
6f1! 6ste1!n 6f0!n 6n#9!n 6m+5# d16v15n 
6m1!n d1k6te1!n 6p0!n 6m#9!n 6pl+5# d16s15n 
 
Drill 2. The consonant /!/ in the speech flow. 
a)  
  !i 61z ||   !i 6h0z ||   !i 6k0n || 
  !i 61znt ||   !i 6h0znt ||   !i· 6k0n#t || 
  !i 1z 6n3t ||   !i h0z 6n3t ||   !i· 6k2:nt || 
71!֒!i || 71!֒!i· 7h0!֒!i || 7h0!֒!i 7k0n !i· ||6 
 
b) Question-Answer Pattern 
 
1. She 0lives in the 6hostel. || 
     She 0doesn't 0live at 6home. || 
2. 0Does she 0live in the7hostel? || 6Yes, | she 6does. || 
        0Doesn't she 0live at7home? || 6No, | she 6doesn't. || 
3. 0Does she 0live in the7hostel | or at 6home? || 
     She 0lives in the 6hostel. || 
4. She 0lives in the 6hostel, |7doesn't she? || 0Yes, she 6does. || 
     She 6doesn't 1live at 1home, | &does she? || 0No, she 6doesn't. || 
5. 0Where does she 6live? || She 0lives in the 6hostel. || 
  
Section 7 
Exercise 2.  Read the following alternative questions, paying attention to the intonation.  
Transcribe them and mark the intonation. 
1. Is she five or six?      2.  Is his daughter four or five?   3.  Is Pete nine or ten?   
4. Is this a park or a garden?  5.  Is this family big or small?   6.  Is this pencil black or  
     yellow?         7.  Is the lesson difficult or easy?         8.  Is the meat hot or cold?   
 
Exercise 3.  Read the following imperative sentences as commands, with a falling tone, 
and then as requests, with a rising tone.  Transcribe them and mark the intonation. 
1.  Tell Father all.   2.  Don't go alone.   3.  Make tea for him.   
4.  Take the ball.   5.  Don't take the lamp.   6.  Take the pencil. 
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LESSON  FIVE 
 
 
 
a9 6 w r $ 
 
 
● /w/ is a bilabio-backlingual, constrictive central sonorant. 
 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /w/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
wi: 6 0w1nt#6  wi, 62: || 0w3ts 7# 6m0t# || 
w+l6 0w1nd#96  wi,  2, 6n3t ||6 0w+n 1z hi, 6b1zi || 
wa16 w3nt6 72: wi,6 0wa1 01znt 7# 0w@:t# 6w@:m || 
w176 w#9nt6   
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /w/ 
 
  the letter  w .............................................................................was, want              
  the digraph wh + any vowel except  o  ...................................what, wheat 
  in the letter combination qu at the beginning of a syllable .....quite, quick; require, aqua 
 
 
  
 Be0twixt  and  be6tween. || 
 0Every7why | has a 6wherefore. || 
 0Time works 6wonders. || 
 When 0wine  is 7in | 6wit  is 6out. || 
 Where  there's  a7will | 1there's  a 6way. || 
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● /r/ is a post-alveolar, cacuminal, constrictive medial sonorant. It has a partially 
devoiced allophone, when preceded by /p, t, k, f or 8/, as in pride, tree, cry, free and 
three. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /r/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ri:d6 0b+ri6 0ri:d 7# 6ra1mz 
ra1t6 0n0r#96 0bi:t 7# 6r17m 
r#9d6 0b3r1$6 070ts 6ra1t 
0re1di#96 0v+ri 6s3ri 0gre1t 6br1tn 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /r/ 
 
 
   the letter r followed by a vowel .................. red, ready.  
   the digraph wr  (w is always mute) ............. write, wreath. 
 
Question-Answer Pattern  /r/, /$/ and /i:/ 
 
1. I'm 6reading. 
     I'm not 6writing. 
2. 0Are you7reading? || 0Yes, I 6am. || 
       
1Aren't you7writing? || 0No, I'm 6not. || 
3. Are you7reading | or 6writing? || I'm 6reading. || 
4. You are 6reading, |7aren't you? || 0Yes, I 6am. || 
     You are 6not writing, |7are you? || 0No, I'm 6not. || 
5. 0What are you 6doing? || I'm 6reading. || 
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● /$/ is a backlingual, occlusive nasal sonorant. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /$/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
s1$ b0$k →g9d m@:n1$ 0g9d7na1t 
l3$ t0$k →g9d 2:ft#7nu:n g9d7ba1 
i:t1$ l1$k1$ →g9d7i:vn1$  0s#97l3$ 
ske1t1$ 81$k1$   
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /$/ 
 
   the letter combination "ng" ................... sing. 
   within the letter combination "nk" ........ ink /1$k/, link. 
 
 
Linking /$/ 
 
0goingN 6on 0gettingN 6up 
0washingN 6up 0turningN 6on 
0puttingN 6on 0turningN 6off 
0takingN6off 0lookingN 6out 
 
0sittingN at N the 6table || 0writingN a 6letter || 
0holdingN a 6book || 0kneelingN on the 6floor || 
0lookingN at N the 6book || 0lyingN under the 6table || 
0smokingN a 6pipe ||  
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● The vowel /6/ is a back-advanced, low, narrow, short, lax, unrounded 
phoneme.  
 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /6/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
k6b6 k6p6 6s6 0s6m81$ 6f6ni 
b6d6 b6t6 6p6 0k6m t# 7# 6kl6b 
s6n6 l6k6 6nd#6 ma1 0m67#z 0k6zn 1z # 6d3kt# 
t6$6 h6t6  0+vri 0k6ntri h0z 1ts 6k6st#mz 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /6/ 
 
   the letter  u  in closed stressed syllables hurry, uncle, consult.  
    in letter combinations with o:   come, some;    son, ton;     done, money, honey; 
 love, glove, oven;     mother, other, brother; 
 worry. 
   in letter combinations with ou: enough, tough, rough;    trouble, double; couple; 
 country, touch, courage, young, cousin 
    Rare and irregular spelling:            blood /bl6d/, flood /fl6d/; does /d6z/ 
 
 
 
 
0So many 1countries | 0so many customs. || 
0Don't 0trouble7trouble | until 0trouble 0troubles you. ||6 
A 0man is 0known by the 6company he 1keeps. || 
0Love7me, | 1love my 6dog. || 
1When 0two 0Sundays | 1come to6gether. || 
As 0snug as a 0bug in a 6rug. || 
As 0hungry as a 6hunter. || 
A 0storm in a 6tea-cup. || 
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● The vowel /a9/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus is /a/ which glides into a very 
weak /9/. 
 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /a9/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
na9 - na9n - #0ba9t6 0ha9 6ha16 06p #n(d) 6da9n 
ba9 - ta9n - ha9s6 ha9 h2:d6 #0ba9t 6fa1v 
#0la9 - la9d - da9t 6 ha9 h3t6 0w3t #ba9t 7# 6sa9ndz 
     a9l 
     a9t6 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /a9/ 
 
   the digraph  ou out, pout; south, mouth; thousand; house  
 bough, plough, drought;  doubt 
   the digraph  ow  town, towel, brown, crowd, howl 
 now, brow, cow, how, endow 
(but bow /b#9/, sow /s#9/, grow) 
 
 
 
 
A 0sound7mind | in a 0sound 6body. || 
0Every7cloud has | a  0silver 6lining. || 
0Actions speak 0louder than 6words. || 
To 0count one's7chickens be6fore they are 6hatched. || 
To 1come7out | 6dry. || 
When7angry | 0count a 6hundred. || 
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON FIVE 
 
Vowel phonemes /a9/ and /6/ 
Sonorants /w, r, $/ 
 
Section 1. The English /w/ is a bilabio-backlingual medial sonorant. It has two 
foci: the first focus is formed by the lips, and the second one by the back of the 
tongue, as for /u:/.  
 
Drill 1. The sonorant /w/ in separate words.  
Protrude your rounded lips, raise the back of the tongue as for /u:/, then quickly 
spread your lips, as in /6w+n/, /6wa1/, /6w1l/.   
 
6w1l 6w+l 6w6n 6w9d 6w@: 
6w1n 6w+n 6w6ns 6w9dn 6w@:m 
6w1nd 6w+nt 6w6nd# 6w9nd 6w@:l 
6w1nd#9 6w+7# 6w6nd#ful 6w9dnt 6w@:t# 
 
6we1 6w3t 6wa1 6wi:   wi, 62: || 
6we1v 6w3nt 6wa1d 6wi:d   wi, 62:nt || 
6we1v# 6w3nd# 6wa1t 6wi:k   wi, 2, 6n3t || 
6we1t# 6w3nt1d 6wa1f 6wi:t 72: wi, || 
 
Drill 2. /w/ in phrases. 
 
 0w+st 6w1nd  0wa1t 6w@:lz 6wa1tw3! 
 0w+t 6w+7# 6w4:ldwa1d  6w@:t#we1 
 0wa1ld 6w+st 6w1gw#m 6w+7#w@:n 
 6w+stw#d 6we1w@:n 6wi:kw1ld 
                                                                                                          
 Contrast Drill 
0kw1k 6w1ts 0v+ri 6w+l 6wee – 6vee 
0w1t! 6we1 0kwa1t 6w+l 6wise – 6vice 
0swi:t 6w4:dz 0v+ri 6wi:k 6west – 6vest 
0wa1z 6w1lj#m 0+vri 6wi:k 6wet – 6vet 
  
Drill 3. The sonorant /w/ in tongue twisters and proverbs: 
 
0Why do you 6cry, 1Willie? 
0Why do you 6cry? 
6Why, 1Willie, | 6why, 1Willie, 
6Why, 1Willie, | 6why? 
  
         Tongue Twisters: 
 
0Whether the 0weather be 6fine, | 
 Or 0whether the 0weather be 6not, || 
0Whether the 0weather be 6cold, | 
Or 0whether the 0weather be 6hot, | 
We'll 6weather the 1weather |  
What6ever the 1weather, | 
1Whether we 0like it | or 6not. || 
 
     
                   Proverbs: 
 
Be0twixt and be6tween. || 
0Every7why | has a 6wherefore. || 
0Time 0workswonders. ||  6 
When 0wine is7in | 0wit is 6out. || 
Where 1there's a7will | 1there's a 6way. || 
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 Section 2. The English /r/ is a postalveolar cacuminal sonorant.  
 
Drill 1. /r/ in separate words. Observe the positional length of vowel phonemes. 
 
6ri: 6r#9 6ra1 6ru: 6r+d 6v+ri 
6ri:d 6r#9l 6ra1d 6ru:5 6r+d1 6h6ri 
6ri:d# 6r#9d 6ra1d# 6re1d 6r+nt 6s3ri 
6ri:d1$ 6r#9t 6ra1t# 6re1t 6r+st 6l3ri 
 
Drill 2. Partially devoiced allophones of /r/ preceded by /p, t, k, f, 8/. 
 
Contrast drill 
0re1 – 6pre1 0r1m – 6tr1m 0ri:k – 6kri:k 
0ra1s – 6pra1s 0re1n – 6tre1n  0r1b – 6kr1b 
0ra1d – 6pra1d 0ra1 – 6tra1 0r+st – 6kr+st 
0r#9z – 6pr#9z 0ra9t – 6tra9t 0ra1 – 6kra1 
 
6fri: 6fr3st 68ri: 68r+!# 
6fr+! 6fra1d1 68r+t 68ra1s 
 
Drill 3. Linking "r". 
 
four֒and 6five  Here֒I 6am. 
more֒and 6more Here֒it 6is. 
mother֒and 6child Where֒is 6Mike? 
father֒and 6son pepper
 
֒and 6salt 
6brother֒-in-law paper ֒and 6pens 
here֒and 6there a pair֒of 6shoes 
never֒a6gain as far֒as I 6can 
                          for֒6ever 
 
Section 3.  The English /$/ is a back-lingual, occlusive, nasal sonorant. 
 
Drill 1. The sonorant /$/ in separate words. Press the tongue-tip to the lower 
teeth, spread your lips and say: /1$ – 1$ – 1$/. 
 
a) 
6s1$ 6st1$ 6s0$ 6fl0$ 6s3$ 6s6$ 
6r1$ 6fl1$ 6b0$ 6kl0$ 6r3$ 6r6$ 
6w1$ 6kl1$ 6h0$ 6sl0$ 6str3$ 6t6$ 
 
61$k 681$k 61$gl#nd A student of English. 
6p1$k 680$k 61$gl1! I'm a student of English. 
 6bl0$k 6l0$gw1d5 The English language. 
 6fl0$k 7i, 01$gl1! 6l0$gw1d5  
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a) The alveolar /n/ and the backlingual /$/ contrasted. 
 
6s1n – 6s1$ 6f0n – 6f0$ 6t6n – 6t6$ 
681n – 681$ 6p0n – 6p0$ 6r6n – 6r6$ 
6p1n – 6p1$ 6r0n – 6r0$ 6s6n – 6s6$ 
6k1n – 6k1$ 6b0n – 6b0$ 6h6n – 6h6$ 
 
b) Practise the "-ing" forms. 
6s1$ – 6s1$1$ 6kl1$ – 6kl1$1$ 6h0$ – 6h0$1$ 
6r1$ – 6r1$1$ 6fl1$ – 6fl1$1$ 6br1$ – 6br1$1$ 
 
 
Drill 2. Linking /$/. 
a) 
0going N6on 0looking N6at 
0washing N6up 0holding N a 6book 
0sitting N at the 6table 0looking N at the 6book 
0putting N6on 0learning N6English 
0taking N6off 0writing N a 6letter 
0getting N6up 0smokingN a 6pipe 
0turning N6on 0kneelingN on the 6floor 
0turning N6off 0 lying N under the 6table 
 
b) Read the following words and expressions, paying attention to the intonation of 
exclamatory sentences such as occur in greetings and leave-takings. 
s1$            b0$k                g9d 6m@:n1$    –   0g9d7m@:n1$ 
l3$            t0$k                g9d 12:ft#6nu:n  – g9d 12:ft#7nu:n 
0i:t1$          0l1$k1$              g9d 6i:vn1$    –     0g9d7i:vn1$ 
0ske1t1$      081$k1$             g9d7ba1               0s#97l@$        g9d7na1t 
 
 
Drill 3. Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. I'm 6reading. 
     I'm not 6writing. 
2. 0Are you7reading? || 0Yes, I 6am. || 
       
1Aren't you7writing? || 0No, I'm 6not. || 
3. Are you7reading | or 6writing? || I'm 6reading. || 
4. You are 6reading, |7aren't you? || 0Yes, I 6am. || 
     You 6aren't writing, |7are you? || 0No, I'm 6not. || 
5. 0What are you 6doing? || I'm 6reading. || 
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Section 4. The vowel /a9/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus is a front-retracted /a/, which 
glides into a very weak /9/. Observe the front articulation of the nucleus. Don't use the 
Ukrainian /A/ in place of it. Listen to the difference. Observe the position of the tongue-
tip: it should be pressed against the lower teeth. Compare the Ukrainian /аут/ and the 
English /a9t/, the Ukrainian /раунд/ and the English /ra9nd/.  
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /a9/ in separate words. Press the tongue-tip against the lower 
teeth. Spread your lips and then round them slightly. 
 
a) 
6ha9 6da9n 6da9t 6a9t 6sa98 
6na9 6ta9n 6sta9t 6pa9t 6ma98 
6ka9 6kra9n 6kra9t 6#ba9t 68a9z#nd 
 
b) Contrast drill.  
a9l               na9 – na9n – #0ba9t       0ha9 6ha1          06p #n(d) 6da9n 
a9t              ba9 – ta9n – ha9s         0ha9 6h2:d        #0ba9t 6fa1v 
                   #0la9 – la9d – da9t        0ha9 6h3t          0w@t #ba9t 7# 6sa9ndz 
 
Drill 2. The diphthong /a9/ in phrases.  
0ha9 6ha1 0ha9 6la9d 06p #nd 6da9n 
0ha9 6h2:d 0ha9 6sta9t 0da9n #nd 6a9t 
0ha9 6h3t 0ha9 6h+vi #0ba9t 7# 6ha9s 
0ha9 6h#9mli 0d#9nt 6da9t #0ba9t 7# 6ta9n 
 
Drill 3. /a9/ in the speech flow. 
 
a) Tongue-Twister. 
 
0Robert7Rowley | 0rolled a 0round  0roll 6round || 
A 0round7roll | 0Robert 1Rowley | 0rolled 6round. || 
If 1Robert 0Rowley | 0rolled a 0round 0roll7round ||6 
6Where's the 1round7roll | 0Robert7Rowley | 0rolled 6round? ||   
 
b) Proverbs: 
 
1.  0Every7cloud | has a 0silver 6lining. || 
2. 0Actions speak 0louder than 6words. || 
3. When7angry | 0count a 6hundred. || 
4. To 0come 0out 6dry. || 
5.  To 0count one's7chickens be0fore they are 6hatched. || 
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Section 5. The vowel /6/ is a back advanced, low, narrow, short, lax, unrounded vowel 
phoneme. 
 
 
Drill 1. /6/ in separate words. Observe the advanced tongue position, and don't use the 
vowel /2:/ in place of /6/. Listen to the difference: /k2:t/ – /k6t/, /k2:ntri/ – /k6ntri/. 
Spread your lips and pronounce the following words: 
 
a) 
6k6t 6l6k 6t6b 6bl6d 6t6t! 6s6n 6s6nz 6t6nz 6s6n1 
6b6t 6d6k 6r6b 6fl6d 6m6t! 6p6n 6p6nz 6b6nz 6h6n1 
6h6t 6tr6k 6kl6b 6gl6t 6s6t! 6r6n 6r6nz 6g6nz 6m6n1 
 
b) 6s6n – 6s6$ c)6h2:t – 6h6t 
    6t6n – 6t6$    6k2:t – 6k6t 
    6r6n – 6r6$    6d2:k – 6d6k 
    6h6n – 6h6$    6l2:k – 6l6k 
     6d2:k – 6d6k 
 
 
Drill 2. The vowel /6/ in phrases. 
a) 
6neighbouring 1country  6country 1house  0mother's 6brother 
6mother 1country  6country 1people  0mother's 6father 
6home 1country  6countryside  0father's 6uncle 
6motherland  6mother 1tongue  0brother's 6wife 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Proverbs: 
 
1. 0So 0many7countries | 0so 0many 6customs. || 
2. 0Don't 0trouble7trouble | un0til7trouble | 1troubles you. ||6 
3. A 0man is 0known by the 6company he 1keeps. || 
4. 0Love7me | 0love my 6dog. || 
5. 1When 0two 0Sundays | 1come to6gether. || 
6. As 0snug as a 0bug in a 6rug. || 
7. As 0hungry as a 6hunter. || 
8. A 0storm in a 6tea-cup. || 
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LESSON SIX 
 
 
4: @1 t! d5 
 
●  /t!/ and /d5/ are palato-alveolar affricates; /t!/ is voiceless, /d5/ is voiced. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /t!/  AND  /d5/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6t!i:z 6d50m 0d5e1n #n(d) 6d53n 
6t!a1ld  d596la1 0d#9nt 0t6t! 7# 6w3t! 
6t!@:k 6v1l1d5  
6t!i:t 6t!e1nd5  
 
GRAPHIC  RULES  FOR  /t!/  AND  /d5/ 
 
    ● /t!/ 
  the letter combinations ch and tch .......  church, bench, match, pitch, kitchen. 
  in the suffix -ture..................................  nature /ne1t!#/, culture, literature, venture. 
  in other letter combinations with tu .....  century, accentuate, eventual, fortune 
  in the suffix -tion, after n or s .............  mention, attention; bastion, question. 
 
 
 
Who 0chatters7to you | will chatter of you. || 
He that 1hatches7matches | 1hatches catches. || 
 
 
 
     ● /d5/  
   the letter  j (always syllable-initial)* jack, joke, just;  enjoy, rejoin; adjacent 
   the letter "g" before  e,  i  and y  gem, Germany, vegetables, manage, huge 
  gin, giant, margin;  gypsy, Egypt 
  the letter combination  dg(e) edge, judge, budget 
  the letter combination  du  when  
     preceded and followed by a vowel. 
graduate, gradual, residual, individual,  
deciduous 
    Rare spelling: suggest, soldier. 
* J can only be found at the end of a syllable in foreign words such as ‘raj’.
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Question-Answer Pattern 
 
I 1like 6cheese. || 
I 6don't 1like 1jam. || 
 
0Do you 0like7cheese? || 6Yes, | I 6do. || 
0Don't you 0like7jam? || 6No, | I 6don't. || 
 
1Do you 1like7cheese | or 6jam? || I 1like 6cheese. || 
 
I 1like 6cheese,7don't I? || 0Yes, I 6do. || 
I 6don't 1like 1jam,7do I? || 0No, I 6don't. || 
 
0What do you 6like? || I 1like 6cheese. || 
 
 
● The vowel /@1/ is a back diphthong. Its nucleus is a back low, slightly labialized /@/, 
which glides into a very weak and broad /1/. 
  
ARTICULATION OF  /@1/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
n@1z  – v@1s6 071s 6b@1   – 07i:z 6b@1z 
b@1l   – t!@1s6 071s 6t@1    – 07i:z 6t@1z 
k@1n – 1ks0pl@1t6 070t 6v@1s – 07#9z 6v@1s1z 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR  /@1/ 
 
The diphthong /@1/ is represented in 
spelling by the digraphs ‘oi’ and ‘oy’:  
oil, join, poison. 
toy, joy, employment 
 
 
 
 
The 0voice of 6one7man | is the 0voice of 6no one. || 
No 0joy with0out al6loy. || 
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● The vowel /4:/ is a mixed, mid, narrow, long, tense, unrounded vowel 
phoneme. 
 
ARTICULATION OF  /4:/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4:n6 s4: – s4:v – s4:f6 #n 04:li 6b4:d 
04:li6 f4: – l4:n – n4:s6 7# 0f4:st 6v4:b 
 4:86 b4: – b4:d – b4:86 7# 084:ti6f4:st 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /4:/ 
 
   the letter combinations  er,  ir,  ur  
    and (occasionally) yr 
term, service;   bird, fir;    turn, fur, nurse; 
myrtle 
   the letter combination  ear  + consonant earth, heard (but: beard /b1#d/, heart /h2:t/) 
   the letter combination  wor ............... work, word, world, worse 
Rare spelling: journey, journalist, were, colonel 
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It is the 6early bird |  
that 1catches the 1first 6worm. || 
 
 
 
0As is the 1workman, |  
0so is the 6work. || 
 
 
 
0First7come, | 0first 6served. || 
 
 
 
0Murder will out. ||6 
 
 
 
0Live and 6learn. || 
 
 
 
 
Question-Answer Pattern 
It's a 6verb. || 
It 6isn't an 1adverb. || 
 
0Is it a7verb? || 6Yes,| it 6is. || 
0Isn't it an7adverb? || 6No,| it 6isn't. || 
 
0Is it a7verb | or an 6adverb? || It's a 6verb. || 
 
It's a 6verb, |7isn't it? || 0Yes, it 6is. || 
It 6isn't an 1adverb, |7is it? || 0No, it 6isn't. || 
 
What 6is it? || It's a 6verb. || 
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON SIX 
Vowel phonemes /4:/ and /@1/ 
Affricates /t!/ and / d5/ 
 
Section 1. The vowel /4:/ is a mixed, mid, narrow, long, tense, unrounded vowel 
phoneme.  
Drill 1. The vowel /4:/ in separate words. Remember that to produce it, the space between 
the teeth must be very small, and the lips slightly spread, as in /4:li/, /4:n/ and /4:8/. 
 
6f4:  6s4:  6p4:  6h4:  6b4:d  684:d 
6f4:m  6s4:v  6p4:l  6h4:d  6b4:st  684:ti 
6f4:st  6s4:tn  6p4:sn  6h4:t  6b4:8  684:sti 
 
6v4:b  6l4:n  6w4:  6w4:  6w4:m  64:li 
6v4:s  6l4:nd  6w4:s  6w4:k  6w4:d  6d4:ti 
6v4:s1z  6l4:n1$  6w4:st  6w4:k#  6w4:ld  6f4:stli 
 
Drill 2. Vowel /4:/ in phrases. 
 
a) wi     w4:     684:ti ||  wi     w4:     6b1zi ||  w4:     ju,     684:ti || 
 
wi     w4:     684:sti ||  wi     w4:     6redi ||  w4:     ju,     684:sti || 
 
wi     w4:     6h0pi ||  wi     w4:     6s3ri ||  w4:     ju,     6s3ri || 
 
wi     w4:     6gl0d ||  wi     w4:     6s0d ||  w4:     ju,     6h0pi || 
 
Note: /w4:/ is the strong form of ‘were’; for normal speech, the transcription would be /wiw# 84:ti/, etc.; /w#/ 
is the weak, and most frequently heard form of ‘were’. IThe strong form can be heard in the dialogue, “I wasn’t 
there! – Yes, you were!” For more information regarding these reduced forms, see the notes on p. 65. 
 
b) In the 6word. ||  The 0first 6verb. ||  The 0thirty-6first. || 
 
In the 6world. ||  The 0first 6verse. ||  The 0thirty-6third. || 
 
In the 6work. ||  The 0first 6term. ||  An 0early 6bird. || 
 
With the 6worker. ||  The 0first 6turn. ||  0Shirking from the 6work. || 
 
Drill 3. The vowel /4:/ in the speech flow. 
 
a) Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. It is a 6verb. || 
     It 6isn't an 1adverb. || 
 
2. 0Is it a7verb? || 6Yes, | it 6is. || 
        0Isn't it an7adverb? || 6No, | it 6isn't. || 
 
3. 0Is it a7verb | or an 6adverb? || It's a 6verb. || 
 
4. It is a 6verb, |7isn't it? ||  0Yes, it 6is. || 
    It 6isn't an 1adverb, |7is it? ||  0No, it is 6not. || 
 
5. 0What 6is it? || It is a 6verb. || 
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b) Proverbs: 
 
1) 0First7come, | 0first 6served. || 
2) 0As is the7workman, | 0so is the 6work. || 
3) It is an 0early 6bird | that 1catches the 1first 6worm. || 
4) 0Murder will 6out. ||6 
5) 0Live and 6learn. || 
 
Section 2. The vowel /@1/ is a back diphthong. Its nucleus is a back, broad, slightly 
labialized /@/ that glides into a broad /1/. 
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /@1/ in separate words. Note its broad beginning, and observe its 
positional length. 
 
6t@1  6t@1l  6t@1l#  6m@1st  6n@1z  6d5@1 
6b@1  6b@1l  6b@1l#  6v@1st  6v@1s  61nd5@1 
6r@1  6k@1n  6k@1n#  6h@1st  6t!@1s  61mpl@1 
 
Drill2. The diphthong /@1/ in the speech flow. 
 
 a) A 0hoisted 6flag. ||  0Soiled 6fingers. || 
 An 0offered 6choice. ||  0Spoiled 6boys. || 
 A 6boiling 1point. ||  0Making 6noise. || 
 In a 0low 6voice. ||  0Fertile 6soils. || 
 
b) Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. This 0consonant is 6voiced. || 
     It 6isn't 1voiceless. || 
2. 1Is 0this 1consonant voiced? || 0Yes, it 6is. || 
       
1Isn't it7voiceless? | 0No, it 6isn't. || 
3. 1Is 0this 1consonant7voiced | or 6voiceless? || 
     0This 0consonant is 6voiced. || 
4. 0This 1consonant is 6voiced, | 6isn't it? || 0Yes, it 6is. || 
     It 6isn't 1voiceless, | 6is it? || 0No, it 6isn't. || 
5. 0What 0kind of 6consonant is it? || 
     It is 6voiced. || 
 
c) Proverbs: 
 
1. No 0joy with0out al6loy. || 
2. The 1voice of7one man· | is the 1voice of 6no one. || 
3. How 0very an6noying. || 
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Section 3. The English /t!/ and /d5/ are palato-alveolar affricates; /t!/ is voiceless, and 
/d5/ is voiced. The English /t!/ is much harder than the corresponding sound in 
Ukrainian. Listen to the difference:  
"чай" – /6t!e1n/, "Чилі" – /6t!1li/. 
 
Drill 1. /t!/ in separate words. 
 
6t!i:f  6t!i:z  6t!1l  6t!+s  6t!0t 
6t!i:t  6t!i:k  6t!1k  6t!+st  6t!0p 
6t!i:p  6t!i:ks  6t!1kn  6t!+sn6t  6t!0pt# 
 
6t!e1n  6p1t!  6m0t!  6m6t!  0v+ri 6m6t! || 
6t!e1nd5  6r1t!  6k0t!  6t6t!  080$k ju, 0v+ri 6m6t! || 
6t!1ldr#n  6sw1t!  6l0t!  6s6t!  080$k ju, f# 7# 6l6nt! || 
 
Drill 2. /d5/ in separate words. 
 
6d5i:  6d5+st  d50k6  6d5@1n  6d56d5 
6d51m  6d5+nd#  d50m6  6d53b  6d56st 
6d51st  6d5+st!#  d50z6  6d53bl1st  6d56st1s 
 
6e1d5  6d54:n#l  6d54:ni # 0stju:d#nt #v 6d54:m#n 
6pe1d5  6d54:n#l1st  6d54:m#n 7# 0d54:m#n 6l0$gw1d5 
6we1d5  6b0d5  6d54:m#ni  
 
Drill 3. /t!/ and /d5/ in the speech flow. 
 
a) Question-Answer Pattern. 
 
1. I  0like 6cheese. || 
     I 6don't 1like 1jam. || 
 
2. 0Do you 0like7cheese? || 6Yes, | I 6do. || 
        0Don't you 0like7jam? || 6No, | I 6don't. || 
 
3. 1Do you 1like7cheese | or 6jam? || I 1like 6cheese. || 
 
4. You  1like 6cheese, |7don't you? || Yes, I 6do. || 
    You 6don't 1like jam, |7do you? || No, I 6don't. || 
 
5. 0What do you 6like? || I 1like 6cheese. || 
 
b) A rhyme. 
0Jack and 6Jill | went 0up the 6hill | 
To 0fetch a 0pail of 6water. || 
0Jack 0fell 6down | and 0broke his 6crown, | 
And 0Jill 0came 0tumbling 6after. || 
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LESSON SEVEN 
 
 
1# +# 9# 
 
● The vowel /1#/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus is a front-retracted, high, 
broad /1/ that glides into the neutral vowel /#/.  
 
ARTICULATION OF /1#/nmmnn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /1#/mm 
 
  the letter combination  ere  here, severe. 
   the letter combination  ear hear, dear;    beard (but heard /h4:d/). 
  the letter combination  eer cheer, deer. 
  the letter combination  ier pier, cashier. 
  the letter combination er  
    followed by a vowel 
era /61#r#/, hero, period, serious. 
   Rare spelling: theory, theatre, idea, real. 
 
 
 
Neither7here | 0nor 6there. || 
Ex0perience is the 0best 6teacher. || 
 
 
● The vowel /+#/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus is a mid, broad /+/ that glides 
into the neutral vowel /#/.  
 
ARTICULATION OF /+#/mm 
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GRAPHIC RULES FOR /+#/mm 
 
   the letter combination  are................   care, fare, prepare. but are /2:/ 
  the letter combination  air ................   chair, air, hair, fair, lair, pair. 
   in the letter combination ar + a 
vowel:   
vary, Mary, parent, variant /v+#ri#nt/. 
   in the letter combination ear .................. bear, wear, tear, swear, pear 
    Irregular Spelling:;  where, there, their, scarce.  
 
 
Where 1there's a 7will | 1there's a /#/6way. || 
After7rain | comes 0fair 6weather. || 
If you 0run 0after 1two7hares, | you'll 0catch 6neither. || 
 
 
 
● The vowel /9#/ is a back diphthong. Its nucleus is a back-advanced /9/ which 
glides 
into a very broad allophone of the neutral vowel.  
 
ARTICULATION OF /9#/mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d1#6 b+#6 p9#6 0w+#r 1z 6m+#ri 
n1#6 7+#6 !9#6 0w+#r 1z 7# 6t!+# 
h1#6 h+#6 0j9#r#p6 w+#r 1z 7# 6b+# 
 0p+#r#nts6 0ju:59#li6 w3t 1z 1n 7# 6b0g  
   w3t 1z 7+#r 3n 7# 6!elf 
 
GRAPHIC RULES FOR /9#/mm 
 
The phoneme /9#/  (and its variant /j9#/)  are represented in spelling by: 
  the letter combination ure  cure, pure, sure. 
  or by  ur  followed by  a,  i,  o,  u  or y. Uranus, during, furor, 
purulent, jury. 
  the letter combinations ua and ue 
.............................. 
actual, usual, cruel, fluent. 
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Irregular spelling: boor, moor, tour, Europe.  
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LABORATORY SESSION for LESSON SEVEN 
 
Diphthongs /1#/, /+#/ and /9#/ 
 
Section 1. The vowel /1#/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus, a front-retracted 
broad /1/, glides into the neutral vowel /#/. 
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /1#/ in separate words. 
 
6b1#  6t1#  6m1#  a16d1#  0pa1#6n1#  6s1#ri#s 
6p1#  6d1#  6n1#  s16v1#  0+nd516n1#  6s1#ri#l 
6h1#  6f1#  6r1#  s1n6s1#  0ma9nt16n1#  6t!1#f9l 
  
Drill 2. /1#/ in phrases and adverbs. 
 
a) Oh, my 6dear. ||  Out of 6fear. ||  0Full of 6tears. || 
 0Make it 6clear. ||  In the 6rear. ||  0Nice i6deas. || 
 0Quite sin6cere. ||  On the 6pier. ||  0Engi6neers. || 
 
c) 1. Ex0perience is the best 6teacher. || 
     2. 1Neither7here | 0nor 6there. || 
 
Section 2. The vowel /+#/ is a front diphthong. Its nucleus is a mid, broad /+/ 
which glides into the neutral vowel. 
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /+#/ in separate words.  
 
6t+#  6t!+#  #6f+#  6+#ri#  6k+#f9l 
6p+#  6!+#  pr16p+#  6p+#r#nt  6k+#l1s 
6d+#  6r+#  k#m6p+#  6v+#ri#s  6d+#r1$ 
6b+#  6w+#  d16kl+#  6v+#ri#nt  6b+#r1$ 
 
Drill 2. The diphthong /+#/ in the speech flow. 
 
a) 1Vanity 6fair. ||  A 1basket of 6pears. || 
 I 1don't 6care. ||   Her 1parents' af6fairs. || 
 An 1empty 6chair. ||  A 1careful 6tear. || 
 A 1fair 6share. ||  1Mary's 6there. || 
 1Where 6were they? ||  They were at their 6parents'. || 
 
     /0w+# 6w4: 7e1 ||/      /7e1 w4,r #t 7+# 6p+#r#nts || / 
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b) Question-Answer Pattern 
 
1. There is a 6table in the room. || 
     But there is 0no 6chair there. || 
 
2. 0Is there a7table in the room? || 6Yes, | there 6is. || 
        0Aren’t there any7chairs there? || 6No, | there 6aren't. || 
 
3. 0Is there a7table | or a 6chair in the 1room? || 
     There is a 6table in the 1room. || 
 
4. There is a 6table in the 1room, |7isn't there? || 0Yes, there 6is. || 
     There's 0no 6chair there, |7is there? || 0No, there 6isn't. ||   
 
5. 0What's there in the 6room? || 
     There's a 6table there. ||  
 
c) Proverbs: 
 
1. 1Where there's a7will | 1there's a 6way. || 
2. After7rain | comes 0fair 6weather. || 
3. If you 0run 0after 1two7hares, | you'll 0catch 6neither. || 
 
 
Section 3. The vowel /9#/ is a back diphthong. Its nucleus is a back advanced 
/9/, which glides into a very broad allophone of the neutral vowel. 
 
Drill 1. The diphthong /9#/ in separate words.  
 
6p9#  6kr9#l  6j9#r#p  6r9#r#l 
6t9#  6stj9#d  6dj9#r1$  6d59#ri 
6!9#  6fj9#l  6t9#r1st  6!9#li 
6d9#  6pl9#r#l  6kj9#ri#s  6fj9#ri 
 
Drill 2. /9#/ in the speech flow. 
 
a) I'm 6sure. ||  He's a 6steward. ||  She's a 6tourist. || 
 They are 6poor. ||  There's no 6fuel. ||  It's a 6jewel. || 
 He's on 6tour. ||  She's in 6Europe. ||  He's in a 6fury. || 
 
d) Proverbs and sayings: 
 
1. 0Slow but 6sure. || 
2. 0Curi7osity | 0killed the 6cat. || 
3. What 0can't be7cured | must be en6dured. || 
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REFERENCE MATERIAL 
 
VOWEL REDUCTION 
 
In English there are certain words which have two forms of pronunciation—a 
strong (or full) form and a weak (or reduced) form.  These words comprise form 
words (also known as function words), including personal, possessive, reflexive, 
relative and indefinite pronouns (those denoting indefinite quantity.)  (For the 
emphasizing pronouns [e.g. ‘myself’ and ‘yourself’] and the absolute form of 
possessive pronouns [e.g. ‘mine’ and ‘yours’] the strong [full] form is always 
used.)   The form words are pronounced using their strong (full) forms whenever 
they are stressed. 
 
Degrees of reduction that may occur with strong forms: 
 
1. The reduction of the length of a vowel without a change in its quality is called 
quantitative reduction. This phenomenon affects long vowels and 
diphthongs, causing them to become half-long or short, as in the following 
example: 
0We have done it.  /wi:/ 
 We have 0done it.  /wi·/6  
 We 6did it.   /wi/ 
 
1. The second degree of reduction consists in changing the quality of a vowel.  
It is called qualitative reduction.  
When in the weak form, most vowels are reduced to the neutral vowel [#], 
although the long vowels [i:] and [u:] are usually reduced to [i] and [9], 
respectively. 
Examples:   Strong forms    Weak forms  
he [hi:]    [hi] 
           do [du:]                    [d9] 
           her [h4:]     [h#] 
2. When a vowel or consonant sound is completely omitted, the phenomenon is 
referred to as zero reduction. 
 Examples:  Strong forms    Weak forms  
am [0m]    [m] 
           of  [3v]                    [v] 
           shall [!0l]     [!l] 
    had [h0d]    [#d] 
 
Cases in which the strong forms of certain form words are used even 
when they are unstressed: 
 
● Prepositions in final position:  
Do you 0know 0where I come from? 
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● Prepositions that are followed by an unstressed personal pronoun at the end of 
a sense-group or a sentence.  (However, in this position the weak form may also 
be used.) 
She was 0not 6listening to them. 
● Auxiliary and modal verbs, as well as the linking verb ‘to be’ at the end of a 
sense-group or a sentence: 
 
0Who is on 6duty today? 6I am. 
      Can I 0help you with the7tape?  Yes, you 6can. 
 
Cases in which reduction does NOT occur: 
 
● The following form words are never reduced:  which, what, where, when, 
how, then, with, on, in and some when it has the meaning of 'certain'. 
  
  Well, then go and do as you're told. 
      [7w+l | 7+n 0g#9 #nd 0du: #z j9# 6t#9ld] 
 
● The particle "not" has no weak form with the neutral vowel (schwa).  It can 
only be reduced to [nt], which is used in contracted negative forms of auxiliary 
and semi-auxiliary verbs. 
 
● "to have" as a principal verb has no weak form, though it is unstressed in 
affirmative sentences. 
 
● "that" functioning as a demonstrative pronoun is not reduced even when 
unstressed, but when functioning as a relative pronoun or a conjunction, it may 
be reduced. 
 
 
ASSIMILATION 
 
Two consonants within a word or at word boundaries often influence each other 
in such a way that the articulation of the sounds becomes similar or even 
identical. This phenomenon is called  assimilation.  
 
I. Assimilation may classified as being of three different types in terms of its 
direction: progressive, regressive, or double.  
Progressive assimilation: A → B, as in: p֓lace, What's this? /w3t֓s 671s/. 
Regressive assimilation: A ← B, as in: newspaper /0nju:s֒pe1p#/, horseshoe 
/0h@:!!u:/.  
Double assimilation: A ↔ B, as in: twenty /0tսw+nti/, quick /kսw1k/.   
 
II. Assimilation may occur in three different degrees: complete, partial and 
intermediate.  
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● Complete assimilation – the articulation of the assimilated consonant fully 
coincides with that of the assimilating one, as in   “horseshoe” /0h@:!!u:/ and “does 
she” /d6!!i·/ 
 
● Partial assimilation – the assimilated consonant becomes only partly 
similar in some feature of its articulation to the assimilated sound. Some 
examples are: 
small /s֓m@:l/ 
twice /tսwa1s/ 
please /p֓li:z/ 
 
● Intermediate assimilation – the assimilated consonant changes into a 
different sound, but does not coincide with the assimilating consonant. Some 
examples are: 
gooseberry /g9z֒b#ri/ 
That's all right /070t֓s 0@:l 1ra1t/ 
 
III. Assimilation in some cases affects all the features of the articulation of a 
consonant; in other cases, it only affects some of them. These features are as 
follows: 
 
●  assimilation affecting the point of articulation (with respect to the consonants 
/t, d, n,   
    l, s/ as well as /z, 8, 7/), as found in the following examples: 
tenth /t+n֒8/, in them /01n֒7+m/, read this /0ri:d֒071s/, what's this /0w3ts ֒71s/, 
wealth /w+l֒8/, his thoughts /h1z֒08@:ts/; 
 
●  assimilation affecting the manner in which a sound is produced, as in: 
give me /0g1m֒mi/, let me /0l+m֒mi/; 
 
● assimilation affecting the work of the vocal cords (in other words, related to 
the characteristic of being voiced or voiceless), as in the following 
expressions:  
used to /0ju:st t9/, please /pli:z/, try /tra1/, slow /sl#9/. 
 
●  assimilation affecting the lip position (related to /k/, /g/, /t/, /s/, /d/, etc. and /w/), 
such as in:  
quick /k֒w1k/, twenty /0t֒w+nti/, language /l0$  ֒gw1d5/, swim /s֒w1m/. 
●  assimilation affecting the position of the soft palate, as in the following words: 
sandwich /0s0nw1d5/, kindness /0ka1nn1s/, grandmother /0gr0nm67#/. 
  
 
 
INTONATION and its FUNCTIONAL PARTS 
 
Intonation is a complex unity of variations in pitch, stress, tempo and timbre. 
● The pitch component of intonation, or melody, involves the changes in the 
pitch of the voice in connected speech. 
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● Sentence stress, or accent, is the greater prominence of one or more words 
among other words in the same sentence. 
● Tempo is the relative speed with which sentences and intonation-groups are 
pronounced in connected speech. 
● Speech timbre is a special colouring of voice which shows the speaker's 
emotions, such as pleasure, displeasure or sorrow. 
 
Intonation serves to give structure to sentences and intonation groups, to 
indicate the communicative type to which they belong, to express the speaker's 
thoughts and to convey the attitudinal meaning. Long sentences—simple 
extended, compound and complex—are subdivided into intonation groups.  
Intonation group division depends on the meaning of the sentence, the 
grammatical structure of the utterance and the style of speech.  Each intonation 
group is characterized by a definite intonation pattern—each syllable in an 
intonation group has a certain pitch and possesses a larger or smaller degree of 
prominence.  Consequently, pitch levels are inseparably connected with stress.  
Intonation patterns may involve one or more than one syllable; in the latter case 
these component syllables are referred to as the pre-head, the head, the nucleus 
and the tail. 
1) The pre-head includes unstressed and half-stressed syllables that precede the 
first stressed syllable; 
2) The head includes the stressed and unstressed syllables beginning with the 
first stressed syllable up to the last stressed syllable; 
3) The last stressed syllable is called the nucleus.  It is the most important part of 
the intonation pattern, as it defines the sentence’s communicative type, 
determines the semantic value of the intonation group, and indicates the 
communicative centre of the intonation group or of the whole sentence. 
The communicative centre consists of the most important word or words 
of the intonation group or of the sentence. 
4) The unstressed and half-stressed syllables that follow the nucleus are called 
the tail. 
 
The nuclear tone of the final intonation group is determined by the 
communicative type of the sentence as a whole, which can be distinguished on 
the basis of the aim of the utterance from the point of view of communication—
whether it is a statement of fact, a question, a command or an exclamation. On 
this basis, sentences can be divided into four communicative types, as illustrated 
by the following examples: 
1. Statements:  “I like music.” 
2. Questions: “Can you prove it?” 
3. Imperative sentences or commands: “Try it again.” 
4. Exclamations: “Right you are!” 
 
 
DIRECT ADDRESS 
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The intonation used when uttering an expression of direct address depends on 
the position of that expression within the sentence. 
 
Direct address in the sentence-initial position is always stressed and 
makes up a separate sense group. 
In formal speech it is pronounced with a low fall, e.g.: 6Gentlemen, |0take your 
6seats. || 
In a friendly conversation the fall-rise is preferable: 7Mary,|0won't you sit 6down. 
|| 
 
Direct address in the sentence-mid or sentence-final position does not 
make up a separate syntagm. It is pronounced as unstressed or partially stressed 
tail of the preceding syntagm. 
E.g.: Good afternoon, friends. 
        Good night, Peter. 
 
NOTE: A direct address after the low falling nucleus can make the low rising tail 
without forming a separate syntagm. This type of intonation sounds informal and  
friendly.    
E.g.: Hello, Robert. 
ADJECTIONS 
 
ADVERBIALS in sentence-initial position are always stressed; they form separate 
intonation groups which usually have a low-rise intonation pattern, as in these 
examples: 
In front of the house ... 
In the morning ... 
Here ... 
However, adverbials in the sentence-final position do not form separate 
intonation groups and often remain unstressed. 
We are going out tonight. 
 
APPOSITION. A word or phrase in apposition is always stressed; it forms a 
separate sense-group and repeats the intonation of the preceding syntagm, but 
within a narrowed range. 
Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, is a large city. 
 
ENUMERATION. Enumerated objects are always stressed; they make up 
separate intonation groups and usually are pronounced with a rising tone (each 
being a bit lower than the preceding one), except for the final word, which has a 
falling tone contour. 
E.g.: We study English, Latin and German. 
 
 
 
PARENTHESES 
  
The intonation of a parenthesis depends on its position in the sentence.  
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Parentheses in the sentence-initial position are usually stressed. They can 
form separate syntagms which mostly contain a low fall or low rise intonation, 
though the fall-rise is also possible, as can be seen in the following examples: 
 
 Certainly, you can come.    Well, he must hurry. 
 However, he’s away.    You know, I think I’ll accept it. 
 
NOTE: Parenthetical phrases that introduce object clauses, such as I think, I 
suppose, I believe do not form separate sense groups. 
E.g.:  I think he is out. 
 
Parentheses in the sentence-mid or sentence-final position do not form 
separate intonation groups. They are pronounced as an unstressed or partially 
stressed tail of the preceding stressed word, as in the following example:  He is 
out, I'm afraid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A GLOSSARY OF PHONETICS TERMS  
affricate 
a sound that involves a complete closure that is released 
slowly, as in  d5 and  t! 
 
airstream 
a flow of air from the lungs, necessary to produce any 
speech sound 
 
allophones 
differing forms that a single speech sound (phoneme) 
can take 
 
alveolar 
involving the alveolar ridge (teeth ridge) 
 
apical 
produced mainly with the tip (or ‘apex’) of the tongue 
 
apicoalveolar 
articulated with the tip of the tongue touching or 
approaching the alveolar ridge. 
 
apicodental 
articulated with the tip of the tongue touching or 
approaching the upper front teeth. 
 
articulation 
a movement made by the speech organs in order to 
produce a speech sound. 
 
aspiration 
a slight puff of breath that is heard after the plosion of a 
voiceless plosive consonant and before the beginning of 
disyllabic 
consisting of two syllables 
 
dorsal articulation 
articulation of a speech sound using the back (‘dorsum’) 
of the tongue 
 
forelingual 
produced at the end of the tongue 
 
form word (or function word) 
a word, such as a preposition, article, auxiliary, or pro-
noun, that chiefly expresses grammatical relationships, 
has little semantic content of its own, and belongs to a 
small, closed class of words whose membership is 
relatively fixed (as distinct from a content word). 
 
fricative 
characterized by audible friction produced by forcing the 
breath through a constricted or partially obstructed 
passage in the vocal tract 
 
front vowel 
a vowel articulated with the front of the tongue highest. 
 
glottal stop 
complete closure of the vocal folds, followed by a 
sudden release. 
 
homophone 
a word pronounced the same as another but differing in 
meaning, whether spelled the same way or not, as heir 
and air. 
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the vowel that immediately follows it 
 
assimilation 
the replacement of one phoneme by another under the 
influence of a neighbouring sound, due to ‘phonetic 
conditioning.’ 
 
back vowel 
a vowel for which the back of the tongue is the highest 
part, such as  /u:/. 
 
backlingual 
articulated at the back of the tongue. 
 
bilabial  
produced with the lips close together or touching 
 
cacuminal 
pronounced with the tip of the tongue curled back 
toward or against the hard palate; retroflex 
 
closed syllable 
a syllable that ends with a consonant  
 
constrictive 
involving a restriction in the flow of air 
occlusive 
a consonantal stop that is not released 
 
palatalisation 
a secondary articulation that occurs when the front part 
of the tongue is raised towards the palate 
 
phoneme 
the smallest phonetic unit (speech sound which 
distinguishes one word from another) 
 
plosive 
a sound that is formed by closing the breath passage 
completely, and then releasing the breath suddenly 
 
postalveolar 
formed with the tongue placed behind the alveolar ridge 
 
post-tonic 
immediately following a stressed syllable 
 
prevocalic 
occurring before a vowel 
 
retracted 
drawn back within itself (referring to the tongue) 
 
intonation 
the pitch patterns of speech 
 
labialization 
refers to the shaping of a sound by rounding the lips 
 
labiodental 
articulated with the lower lip touching the upper teeth 
 
lateral 
refers to sounds in which the airstream is obstructed in 
the mid-line of the oral tract, and there is incomplete clo-
sure between one or both sides of the tongue and the  
roof of the mouth.  If this involves a plosive, we say that 
the sound is ‘laterally exploded.’ 
 
lax 
(referring to a vowel): articulated with relatively relaxed 
tongue muscles. 
 
non-labialized 
not shaped by the lips, such as non-labilialized (un-
rounded) vowels 
sonorant 
a voiced sound that is less sonorous than a vowel but 
more sonorous than a stop or fricative 
 
syllabic 
in a phrase such as “in this context the sonorant 
becomes syllabic”, the word has the meaning, “forming 
a separate syllable.” 
 
syntagm (or syntagma) 
a linguistic unit made up of sets of phonemes, words, or 
phrases that are arranged sequentially 
 
uvular 
a place of articulation involving the uvula and the back 
of the tongue 
 
velar 
articulated with the back of the tongue held close to or 
touching the soft palate. 
 
word-final 
occurring at the very end of a word. 
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